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Executive Summary

Most traffic-responsive freeway ramp metering systems select metering rates from
predetermined rate libraries in response from data gathered by traffic detectors upstream
and downstream from the ramp. Although this method provides a degree of self-
adjustment to local traffic conditions, the efficiency of such systems is impaired by the
lack of an efficient analysis tool that can evaluate and update the thresholds and rate
libraries used by the meter controllers.

In this project, researchers developed a computer-based control-emulation method
capable of evaluating various automatic rate-selection strategies, and the Simplex
optimization method was used to determine the best set of metering thresholds for a given
section of freeway. The researchers applied their optimization method to a section of
freeway, and tested their results in the field. This led the research team to determine that
optimal freeway congestion management requires a hierarchical, integrated approach
including prediction of future traffic conditions, determination of optimal control
solutions for the predicted conditions, and online adjustments to the control solutions.

Using additional information that can be gathered by existing traffic detection systems,
the researchers developed enhanced rate-selection strategies for ramp meters, suitable for
application to large metropolitan freeway systems. Finally, a predictive control method
using dynamic zone selection was studied.





I. Introduction

1.1 Background

According to the literature review through TRIS, most traffic responsive metering

systems, such as the Twin Cities freeway control system, employ automatic rate-selection

procedures because of the lack of reliable prediction algorithms and efficient

computational method implementable for on-line optimization. These procedures select

the most appropriate metering rates for a ramp from a pre-determined library using the

information received from loop detectors on the main freeway, upstream and downstream

from the ramp. Although this method provides a degree of self-adjustment to prevailing

traffic conditions, the lack of an efficient analysis tool that can evaluate and update the

key components of the control, i.e., thresholds and rate-libraries, significantly restricts the

control effectiveness.

To solve the above problems, a computer-based control-emulation method that can

evaluate various automatic rate-selection strategies was developed in phase 1 of this

research. Further, the Simplex optimization method was used to determine the best set of

metering thresholds for a given section of freeway. In particular, the optimization method

was applied to a section of the 1-494 freeway and the resulting thresholds were tested in

the field. We determined that optimal management of freeway congestion requires a

hierarchical, integrated approach involving prediction of future traffic condition,

determination of optimal control solutions for the predicted traffic conditions and on-line

adjustments of the prediction-based control solutions.

This project develops enhanced rate-selection metering strategies using additional traffic

information that can be measured with current detection systems, and that can be applied

to large freeway systems and used to evaluate various metering strategies. Finally,

predictive control method with dynamic zone selection will be studied.



1.2 Research Objective

The major objective of this continuing research project is:

Enhancement of the control-emulation software to handle long freeway sections and large

freeway systems, and to evaluate various ramp metering strategies.

Development of a new automatic rate-selection metering strategy using additional traffic

information, such as exit-ramp volume measurements.

Development of new integrated traffic responsive metering strategies (automatic rate-

selection or neural network-based) by introducing additional features:

- Volume measurements from detector stations upstream of a metered ramp (currently

the TMC algorithm uses the same detector volume measurement for all

downstream ramps in a zone);

- Optimization of traffic responsive strategies that incorporate volume information

from upstream main line and exit ramp detectors;

- Prediction of traffic conditions, e.g., in the next 30 or 60 seconds, in each segment

(currently the TMC algorithm averages measurements for the last two 30-second

intervals; this is simply the measurement for the last minute interval);

- Selection of "real-time bottleneck" by calculating capacity with detector

measurements to determine zones dynamically;

1.3 Report Organization

This report includes the final research results of this project. In the second chapter, we

briefly describe the implementation of control-emulation software written in C++

including new modeling features and making possible the evaluation of ramp metering

strategies. The new modeling features, i.e., freeway-to-freeway interchange, weaving,

and HOV-diamond lane, are described in detail. In the third chapter, a neural network

based ramp metering strategy is proposed and preliminary simulation results are

favorably compared to those from the current TMC strategy. In the fouth h chapter, a

control method sensitive to exit-ramp volume is proposed and simulation results are also

favorably compared to those from the current TMC strategy. In the fifth chapter, real-

time bottleneck and dynamic zone determination method was proposed. And a dynamic
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control strategy has been developed: first, real-time bottlenecks are determined by

comparing throughput as each detect station; secondly, dynamic zones are determined by

separating the controlled freeway system to a few zones with reasonable size, then

thirdly, the Minnesota Algorithm is applied to each zone to calculate volume/occupancy

threshold and meter ramp. In chapter sixth, on -line predictor based on the Kalman

Filtering theory has been developed to predict the freeway traffic condition, i.e. volume

and occupancy of each detector station the freeway in the next 30 second period, using

the last 30 second detector measurements. The predictor was also integrated into the

control module developed for this project. In chapter seven, the simulated annealing

optimization algorithm, which was previously implemented on a super-computer, was

modified and re-implemented on PC environment. It was also integrated into the

simulation module developed for this project. Finally, a summary is given in the eighth

chapter.





II. Enhancement of Control-Emulation Method

II.1 Introduction

Enhancing the control-emulation method developed in the previous phase of this project

is necessary for application to large freeway networks, freeway-to-freeway interchanges.

weaving areas. and HOV lanes. In addition, development of an interface between control

and simulation modules facilitates the development and evaluation of new control

strategies.

This chapter provides a brief description and flow-chart of the enhanced control-

emulation software. Second, we describe three new features, which aim at improving the

capability of the method as a tool for control strategy evaluation. These are: Geometric

representation of freeway interchange with derivation of ramp-related speed-density

relationship, modeling of ramp weaving areas through multi-lane formulation and

estimation of lane-changing from flow distribution percentage, and modeling of HOV-

diamond lane with unconstrained access and egress to the mixed-flow lanes. Third, test

results of new features against actual detector data from sites in California and Minnesota

are given. The test results indicate overall satisfactory performance of the enhanced

method and provide insights for further research.

11.2 Enhanced Control-Emulation Software Description

The control-emulation software developed in the previous phase was written in the C

programming language. It included both simulation and control as one module. In

particular, the current TMC ramp metering strategy was implemented in a freeway zone

of limited size. In order to simulate large freeway system and to evaluate various ramp

metering strategies easily, the simulation and centrol module have been re-written using

object oriented C++ programming language. We developed an interface between these

two modules. The new control-emulation method can handle long freeway sections, only

limited by computer resources, such asl DRAM. In addition, new modeling features can



be easily integrated into the simulation module. The flow-chart of the enhanced control-

emulation method is shown below.

Figure 2.1 Flow chart of enhanced control emulation



II. 3 New Modeling Features

Few macroscopic traffic simulation models have addressed modeling of freeway-to-

freeway interchange, ramp weaving areas, and HOV lane in a large multi-freeway

network. In this section we address these three topics. Two are the main features of

freeway interchange model: first, the geometric representation of the freeway interchange

uses geometric components linked to one another at the interchange ramps, and second. a

derivation of u-k relationships particular to ramps is used to represent the specificity of

traffic behavior on ramp roadways as opposed to mainline segments. The model for

weaving areas estimates lane-changing activity in the rightmost-through and auxiliary

lanes and uses a multilane approach that extrapolates the point-flow-by-movement

method. Using empirical distribution curves of the percentages of flow, at horizontal and

vertical locations throughout the weaving area, it estimates the lane-changing rates from

the variation of such flow distributions between two points. Finally, we present a model

for HOV-diamond lane with unlimited egress and access from and to the mixed-flow

lanes. Using the one-dimensional simple continuum formulation, the model treats the

diamond lane as a separate facility which interacts with the mixed-flow lanes through the

merging or diverging of HOV's in the vicinity of ramp or at its upstream and downstream

ends. The three features were tested against actual detector data. The test results indicate

an overall satisfactory performance of the proposed models.

11.3.1 Freeway-to-Freeway Interchange

The freeway-to-freeway model represents a network as two freeway sites, each of which

includes two components: a mainline and a ramp component. Each component is broken

down into zones, which are assigned attributes such as length, number of lanes, speed-

density relationship, initial density, and zone tfpe. The latter is used to identify zones

requiring particular modeling, such as freeway merging or diverging zones respectively

connected to an entrance or exit ramp. The number of freeway sites and zones within

each component for each site is user-specified.



The model discretizes all zones into 30.5-meter (100 feet) sections. numbers them

sequentially and applies the numerical methodology derived from the forward time

centered space method by Lax and Wendroff:

k n + ) =[ k, -( n) + k,:( n) + [ q -i( n) qj. ( n) + a g n) (2-1)

where Ax. = 30.5 m (100 ft),

At is the time increment,

k. (n) is the equilibrium density [veh/mi/ln] of sectionj during time period n,

q (n) is the equilibrium flow rate [veh/hr/In] of sectionj during time period n,

gj (n) is the generation flow rate [veh/hr/ln] of sectionj during time period n, and

a is a coefficient to convert flow rate into density [time/length unit], such as At /Axj

The equilibrium flow rate, q. (n) is determined from the fundamental equation at time n:

qj= ( n) *u( n) (2.2)
and the space mean speed uj (n) is found from a user-specified piecewise continuous

function:

u =4 k( n) ] (2.3)

The density at section j for the next time increment is found from the average density of

upstream section j-1 and downstream section j+1, and traffic flow rates entering and

leaving section j are found from the average flow rate of the upstream and downstream

sections. Similarly to zones, sections are also assigned types to distinguish particular

cases, such as the source section in an entrance ramp or the section prior to a ramp meter.

The key in the above density equation is to connect any section to its "downstream" and

"upstream" sections, as derived from the sequential numbering.

However, this sequential connection does not apply to an interchange ramp because it is

split in two "half ramps" between two sites. One needs to identify the connecting zones

and connecting sections, which belong to the same interchange ramp but are on different



sites. Further. two additional ramp zone types, types 50 and 51 respectively, are created

to identify such ramp zones. A zone type 50 is the last ramp zone on an interchange

"half-ramp" and is the upstream zone of a zone with type 51. the first ramp zone on the

other "half-ramp". One defines similarly the connecting sections at the junction of the

two "half-ramps" by linking the last section of zone type 50 with the first section of zone

type 51 and vice-versa (Figure 2.1). These sections are assigned section types 50 and 51

similarly to the zone in which they belong. For these two sections, equation (2.1) uses the

downstream and upstream sections as defined above.

Section type

Traffic direction

Sections 1

Figure 2.1. Modeling of interchange ramp

To address the issue of ramp flow modeling, speed-density relationships developed in

earlier work (Chang, K. K., 1994) were supplemented with a set of ramp-specific u-k

relationships. Although this existing set of u-k relationships appears as a valid candidate

to model the traffic behavior on freeway mainline, it may not be accurate enough for use

on ramp roadways, as it exhibits high ramp capacity and free-flow speed values.
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Lsing recent ramp detector data from the Twin Cities Metro freeway network, ramp-

specific u-k relationships were derived by fitting a third degree polynomial relationship

to the volume/occupancy plot. These relationships greatly differ from relationships for

mainline segments: The range for capacity flow is lower, from 1200 to 2100 veh/hr/ln as

compared to 1800 to 2500 veh/hr/ln for mainline segments. Similarly, free-flow and

critical speeds are lower on ramps, while critical densities are usually higher.

Further, two distinct families, i.e., for clover-leaf/diamond-type freeway-to-freeway

interchange ramps and linear freeway-to-street ramps were distinguished. It was found

that the former falls into two subsets of relationships depending on whether the ramp is a

clover-leaf or diamond-type ramp. Because of differences in geometric characteristics

and radii of curvature, clover-leaf ramps present much lower free-flow speeds and

higher critical densities than those for diamond ramps.

Relationships for linear freeway-to-street ramps exhibit features partly similar to those

of both the diamond freeway-to-freeway ramps and the freeway mainline. They present

high free-flow speeds comparable to those for freeway mainline. The particular

geometry of the selected ramps (fairly long and almost straight roadways) may partially

account for these observations. The main characteristics for the four categories of u-k

relationships, i.e., mainline, clover-leaf, diamond and linear freeway-to-street ramps are

given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Range of main characteristics of speed-density relationships

Category Mainline Clover-leaf Diamond Linear freeway-
_________segments ramps ramps to-street ramps

Free-flow speed Uf (mph) 63.0-70.0 30.3-33.6 51.6-61.7 55.9-68.1
Critical speed uc (mph) 145.0-50.0 16.2-24.1 28.9-38.9 20.0-36.0
Critical density dc (veh/mi/ln) 40.0-51.8 79.8-90.1 39.0-59.9 49.7-60.0

In summary, the modeling of freeway interchanges involves simple geometric

considerations through representation of interchange ramps as two "half" ramps linked to

10



each other through identification. This approach could easily be generalized to freeway

networks. Ramp-specific u-k speed-density relationships complete the model and are

expected to provide increased accuracy of traffic variables related to ramps.

11.3.2. Modeling of Ramp Weaving Areas

A multilane model in which the lane-changing activity is extrapolated from the point-

flow-by-movement method (Cassidy, M.J., and May, A.D, 1991) was developed for ramp

weaving areas. A simple continuum multilane model similar to the Lax and Wendroff

formulation is used: If I represent the number of lanes, the general conservation equation

of each lane is given by Michalopoulos, et al (1984):

- i q gi ( x,t) +Q( x,t) for i = 1,2,3,.. (2.4)

where Qj represents the lane-changing rate in lane i at location x and time t and

ki = ki (x, t) is the traffic density [veh/mile/lane] in lane i,

ui = ui (x, t) is the space mean speed [mph] in lane i,

qi = qi (x,t) is the traffic flow in lane i [veh/hour/lane], where q = k * u,

and gi = gi (x,t) is the generation rate in lane i [veh/mile/lane].

Combining gi and Qi into a single generation term Gi, one obtains .a formulation for

which Gi is the resulting balance of the lane-changing activity occurring at (x,t). The

discretization is similar to the solution by Lax and Wendroff (Lax, P., and B. Wendroff,

1960) for one-dimensional time dependent compressible flows:

k.j (n + 1) = k.y - i(n)+ks.. i(n)] + -[ - i(n)- qi.j i(n)] + ai,j -Gi.j(n)
2 2Axj

(2.5)

where all notations are similar to equation (2.1) with j representing the lane being

considered. The equilibrium flow rate, qy, is determined as a function of density at time

q..A rn+i)) =k, n+i1) xu,.( n+ 1) (2.6)
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and the speed u1, (n) estimated from a user-specified equilibrium u-k relationship.

u. -1 n-\l = uI k: n+\ (2.7)

A two-dimensional discretization is applied within the limits of a weaving area. Along

the horizontal axis. the length is divided into 30.5m (100ft) slices. Along the vertical axis.

three regions are distinguished, i.e., the auxiliary lane, the rightmost-through lane and the

remaining lanes (Figure 2.2).

lUpstream Zone Weaving Zone Dowstream Zone
114-

Region 3 (upper lanes)
100-ft slice

1 2
.--------- I...- -.

. - -- - - , - . - - - - - -
------ ----- -- ------- 4

Figure 2.2: Space dicretization of a weaving area

Calculation of Theoretical Flows in the Weaving Area

This phase involves three steps and is similar to the point-flow-by-movement method

(Fazio, 1985):

1. Obtain the total input flows from current traffic flow rates, i.e., the through input flow

Fi upstream of the weaving area, the entrance ramp flow ON, and the exiting ramp

flow OFF. -

2. Calculate the 4 theoretical individual total movement flows by solving simple

conservation equations:

Fi = FR + FF
ON = RF + RR (2.8)

OFF = FR + RR

12
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An additional independent equation is necessary to obtain a unique solution. Of the four

individual flows. RR is usually much lower than the others. Field data for RR flows

collected in California (Fong and Rooney. 1990) suggest a maximum rate of 100 to 200

veh/hr. Subsequently. RR is taken as 10% of the entering entrance ramp flow rate ON

with a maximum of 150 veh/hr. The system of equations solves into:

RF = ON - RR

FR = OFF - RR (2.9)

FF = Fi -FR

3. Calculate the theoretical individual and total flows throughout the weaving using

distribution percentage curves:

Qoa,(iJ(),Ij)) = Q mo = p mow.(i ul ' )*Q MP'•,.,o (2.10)
mOV mOV

where mov is any of the 4 individual movements, i(F) the region of section j, 1(0) the

horizontal distance of the mid-point of section j, pmov the percentage of the theoretical

total movement input flow for movement mov in section j, and Qinput,mov the theoretical

total movement input flow.

Estimation of Origin-Destination Flow Rates

Lane-changing rates are estimated between two consecutive slices following two steps:

1. For each section j in the weaving area, calculate the theoretical proportion of each

individual flow with respect to the total flow, i.e.,

wMo,(ij),I()) = QMo,(ijl)' (2.11)

2. Next, estimate the lane-changing movements through an origin-destination matrix

between the two pairs of consecutive slices involving j (Figure 2.2). For a given

movement, the relative variation of the distribution over the 3 regions between two

consecutive slices can be used to estimate the amount of lane-changing with two

additional assumptions. First, over a 30.5 m (100-foot) length, there cannot be more

than one lane change. Thus, there cannot be any movement from/to region 3 to/from

13



region I within 30.5 m (100 ft). Second. it is assumed that a lane change is performed

only if it brings the driver closer to the lane in which he.she finally expects to be

according to his. her destination.

For example. in Table 2.2, consider the freeway-to-ramp percentage distribution between

the first and second slice for a total weaving length of 228.8 m (750 feet) and a total

weaving flow between 2000 and 2300 veh/hr (Cassidy, M.J., and May, A.D, 1991). Its

entries can be considered as the number of FR vehicles in each region if the total input

were 100 veh/hr. One can infer the shift from table 2 and assuming that the flow in region

1 remains in that region (FR vehicles have to reach that lane to exit the freeway), 13

vehicles are on average moving from region 2 to 1. From the assumptions, these come

from region 2 only. The flow in region 2 is the sum of the non-weaving vehicles (57

minus 13 or 44) and 6 vehicles from region 3. Subsequently, only 13 (19 minus 6)

vehicles remain in region 3. Using relative proportions, the amount of lane-change from

region 2 to 1, originating from slice 1 and for the FR movement is estimated as 23% (i.e.,

13/57) of the FR flow present in region 2, slice 1. Further, using the w's derived in step 1,

one can specify the amount of lane-changing that is due to the FR movement as a fraction

of the total flow.

Table 2.2. Example of FR percentage distribution for the first two slices

Vertical Location Slice Slice From Reg 1 Reg 2 Reg 3
1 2 To

Reg 3 (other lanes) 19 13 Reg 1 24/24 13/57 0/19
Reg 2 (rightmost through lane) 57 50 Reg 2 0/0 44/57 6/19
Reg 1 (auxiliary lane) 24 " 37 Reg 3 0/0 0/57 13/19
Total 100 100 24/24 57/57 19/19

The above example is generalized as follows: If Q[ro][rd] is the flow, in veh/hr, from the

origin region to into the destination region rd, with ro in section j, slice m, and rd in slice

4

r] [ rd] = Z ro(ro mov] [ m] [ro] [rd] flow (o') (2.12)
mov
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where flow Yj) is the simulated total flow rate in section j in [veh/hr] and a[mov] [m] [r,]

[rj1 is the fraction of the individual movement flow for movement mov that moves from

region r., in slice m into region rd in slice m+l. These coefficients can be derived from

flow distribution tables as shown in the above example. Equation (2.12) provides an

estimate of the lane-changing rates when r,, rj, and of the rate of flow that remains in

the same lane when ro = ra.

The last step is the calculation of the generation terms. There are two possible types of

contribution, i.e., the component that is due to lane-changing activity, and the term

related to the entrance or exit ramp flow. The lane-changing activity results in a balance

between the vehicles entering and those leaving the section while changing lanes.

Looping over all slices excluding the first one, all sections are successively the "origin"

section and the "destination" section of two other sections, located respectively in the

downstream or upstream slice, in a different region (Figure 2.2). The resulting generation

term takes into account the algebraic sum of the entering and exiting flows except for the

first and last slices, which have respectively no upstream and downstream slice.

From empirical observations (Cassidy, M.J., and May, A.D., 1991, Fong, H.F., and

Rooney, F.D., 1990), it was found that the entering ramp flow merges in regions 1 and 2.

The model includes this fact by calculating the merging flows into sections ji region 1,

and j2 region 2 in the first slice (see Figure 2.2), based on the distribution of the total

entering flow in those two sections. The total merging flow rate from the ramp is the sum

of these two flow rates. The determined merging rates are converted into generation

terms. The logic for modeling exit ramp flow is similar to that for entrance ramp flow as

it is assumed that diverging occurs from sections k, and k2 in region I and 2 respectively,

according to the flow distribution curve.

II.3.3 Modeling of HOV-Diamond Lane

The last major model enhancement was suggested by a recent change in the geometry of

frreeway I-35W in Minneapolis where a HOV-diamond-type lane was added in 1995. A
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"diamond-lane" refers to a HOV facility that is not separated from the mixed-flow lanes

by a "physical" barrier: Access to a diamond lane is unconstrained over its entire length

(Figure2.3).

Distance from
beginning of Distance from

zone HOV section Adjacent mainline section beginning of zone

. ___f A  Z - --- - - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - ---- -- -- - -- -- ----

beginning of HOV area / HOV movement to end of HOV area

Figure 2.3. Geometric representation of diamond lane

General assumptions and input data

The HOV facility is assumed to be located next to the leftmost-through lane and has an

equal number of lanes along its length. A unique u-k relationship is assigned throughout

the HOV facility. Input to HOV modeling include geometric attributes such as freeway

site number to which HOV facility is parallel, limits of HOV lane with specification of

the freeway zones adjacent to these limits, number of lanes, speed-density relationship,

initial density throughout the HOV, minimum and maximum percentage of violators. The

HOV area is a unique zone discretized into 100-foot sections. The percentages of

violators refer to the upper and lower bounds of the number vehicles in total flow in the

rightmost-through lane that are considering to unlawfully enter the HOV facility. The

actual percentage varies between these two user-specified bounds as explained later in

this section. Figure 2.4 illustrates the discretization of the HOV area into section.
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HOV section requiring generation term

HOV's path from entrance ramp HOV"s path to exit ramp

...L..........Z.................
................. ................... ..........ft

S1OOft

Mixed-flow section requiring generation

Figure 2.4: Assumptions regarding HOVs' path in the vicinity of ramps

The one-dimensional Lax and Wendroff finite-difference scheme is applied, similarly to

equations (2.1) through (2.3). For the first and last HOV sections, this equation requires

some adjustments. In particular, the first section of the HOV presents similarities with the

diverging section of an exit ramp as flow "diverges" from the mainline into this first

section and equations

S . 1,.4 n) .k/.4(n)
1

qj-'..- n) =L- qA n)+q4 n) ] (2.13)

qj. 1., n) =0

are applied to section A (Figure 2.3). Likewise, from the last HOV section, vehicles

merge to the mainline as in the case of the last entrance ramp section, and equations

kj-,.z( n) -k,.z( n)

,.z( n) = I z( n) . .( n)] (2.14)

qj-i.z( n) =0

are applied to section Z (Figure 2.3).

Modeling of interactions between HOV facility and mixed-flow lanes

The diamond lane is comparable to a separate freeway which exchanges flow with the

mixed-flow lanes. This approach is similar to the modeling of generation terms used to

represent the flow exchange between ramps and the mainline. The earlier logic is
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extended in that merging and diverging movements between the mainline and diamond

lane can take place anywhere throughout the length of the HOV area. More specifically.

three major types of interaction between the diamond lane and the mixed-flow lanes may

be defined. These include: the movements of HOV's entering from entrance ramps or

upstream of the HOV area: the diverging movements of HOV's from the diamond lane to

mixed flow lanes that are due to outgoing flow to an exit ramp; the movements of

violators entering the diamond lane from mixed-flow lanes; and atypical movements of

HOV's from diamond-lane to mainline caused by better traffic conditions in the mainline.

Merging movements into diamond lane (excluding violators)

One of the difficulties in modeling an HOV facility lies in the accurate representation of

two classes of vehicles, the HOV's and the non-HOV's. The use of a macroscopic model

implies that the HOV's will be aggregated as a group and will represent a fraction of the

total flow when dealing with merging-diverging modeling. The model assumes that the

generation of HOV's is determined as a percentage of the total flow present in the non-

HOV part of the network.

The HOV's are generated from two types of sources, i.e., the mainline section upstream

of the first HOV area section, and the entrance ramps. For modeling the HOV's entering

upstream of the facility, the percentage of HOV's present in the mainline section is

converted into a generation rate entering the HOV area. For HOV's incoming from an

entrance ramp, the rate of HOV's crossing the entrance ramp line is obtained as a

percentage of the total ramp entering flow. This ramp-related HOV flow rate can be

considered as a packet of HOV vehicles that enters the mainline from the ramp every

second and remains indivisible. HOV's will all merge together from the same mixed-flow

section as a packet. Starting from the mainline section adjacent to the entrance ramp, the

HOV's are assumed to perform one lane change every time they move to the next 30.5-

meter (100-foot) long section. The packet of HOV's merges then into the nearest

downstream HOV section, resulting in generation terms for the mainline and HOV

sections involved (Figure 2.4).
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Diverging movements from diamond lane to exit ramp

HOV's seeking to leave via an exit ramp are represented following a similar logic as

above (Figure 2.4). As for entrance ramps. it is assumed that all diverging HOV's will do

so from the same section in the diamond lane so that they reach the ramp by performing

one lane change every time they move one section downstream.

Violation of HO V rule

Certain non-HOV vehicles are tempted to drive in the HOV facility and violate the HOV

rule. The model relates the willingness of drivers to take the risk, to the attractiveness of

traveling in the HOV facility, which increases as the differences in congestion levels and

average speeds between the HOV facility and the mainline become larger.

First, it is assumed that, since violation is an optional traffic behavior, violators will tend

to choose the proper time for their misdeeds. In particular, violations are not likely to

occur in the following situations:

* The nearest downstream "target" HOV section is too close to the end of the HOV

area. For example, no violation takes place in the last 305 m (1000 feet) of the HOV

area.

* Violators would have to mix with regular HOV's merging from a nearby upstream

ramp. Violators might want to merge until there is less traffic near the HOV lane.

* Violators would have to cross paths with HOV's leaving the diamond lane to exit the

freeway via a nearby downstream ramp.

On the other hand, the likelihood of HOV-violation increases if in the next two

downstream section pairs, i.e., HOV and mainline sections, the density is lower in the

HOV section. This assumes that the potential violator is aware, with good accuracy, of

the traffic conditions in the 61m (200 feet) next go is his/her direct environment.

The actual percentage of violators, Y, is calculated as follows:

Y = max Ymi+-,Yr2 (2.15)
I ASo })
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where Ymin and Ymax are the user-specified minimum and maximum violation percentages

respectively. .., the difference in average speed between the HOV and non-HOV

sections. and A10a user-specified coefficient. The percentage is in unit of percent of total

flow mile. It is the fraction of total flow at a reference point that would enter the HOV

within a mile. if there was no source or sink. For example, a rate of 10% means that for a

one-mile long HOV area, out of 1000 vehicles upstream in the mixed-flow lanes, 100

would illegally enter the HOV area within a mile. Y is converted to the actual rate per

30.5-meter (100-foot) section, x. using a simple geometric average of the percentage

remaining in mixed-flow lanes:

.0- = ( 1.0-x) (2.16)
where n is the number of 30.5-meter (100-foot) sections in a mile. The violation

percentage is later converted into a flow rate and generation terms for the HOV and

mixed-flow sections.

II.4 Model Testing and Evaluation

The three features described in the previous section were tested against field data. The

weaving model was evaluated through simulation of an actual site in California, for

which weaving data were specifically collected (Fong, H.F., and Rooney, F.D., 1990).

The interchange model, with the option of including the weaving model, was applied to a

network around the intersection of freeways 1-494 and 1-35W in Minneapolis. The HOV

model was tested against detector volume data for a site on 1-35W NB in Minneapolis.

The models were evaluated in terms of volume estimation errors.

11.4.1 Weaving Area Model

Data

The weaving test site is located on freeway 580 in the county of Alameda, California.

Field data were obtained with video equipment for Wednesday, August 26, 1987 for a

two-hour PM period (Fong, H.F., and Rooney, F.D., 1990). This ramp weaving section

comprises 5 lanes including the auxiliary lane. Its length is 0.37 km (0.23 mi.). The lanes
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are numbered from the median (i.e.. lane 1) to the rightmost-through lane (i.e.. lane 4).

Flow rate data are given as 5-minute averages. Upstream through flows vary between

1119 and 1878 veh hr:In. The entrance ramp flow rate is high and ranges between 1392

and 2340 veh/hriln with an average around 1800 veh/hriln. Exit ramp demand is

moderate between extremes of 540 and 1080 vehihr/ln and typically averages around 700

(Figure 2.5). Total weaving input flows are high. falling approximately between 2000 and

2900 veh/hr with most values around 2300-2400 veh/hr..

" 2000

o 1500

S 1000

500
S0

C O:
5 s 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 15 1s

Time (minute)

.[ Freeway input Entrance ramp - EXt ramp

Figure 2.5. Total flow patterns at Alameda site

The collected data include input upstream volumes on each lane, the entrance ramp, the

exit ramp and input by movement. The percent distribution of vehicles is provided for the

FR and RF movements as 15-minute averages and global averages for the auxiliary and

rightmost-through lanes every 76.3 m (250 ft) along the freeway. As these eight 15-

minute averages do not fluctuate much around their mean, global averages were used.

These curves were interpolated between two consecutive values to obtain percentages

every 30.5 m (100 ft). The FF movement distribution curve is assumed similar to that

proposed in the old Level D method (Moskowitz, K., and Newman L., 1962). The new

regression-equation (Windower, J.R., and May, A.D., 1994) could not be applied as the

entrance ramp flow rates were beyond its practical range.
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Test Results

The site was split into three zones. i.e.. the weaving zone and the upstream and

downstream zones. Calibration of the model mostly consists of assigning the best fitting

speed-density relationship to each zone. It is assumed that the mainline has a capacity

flow in the order of 2300-2500 vehihr/ln (TRB. National Research Council. 1994) and

the weaving zone has a lower capacity, around 2200-2300 veh/hr/In (Windower, J.R.. and

May, A.D., 1994). Inside the weaving zone, to account for a possible lower lane capacity

in region 1. the first and last slices have a capacity 100 veh/hr/ln less than the rest of the

weaving zone. The following indices were used in the analysis:

* One-step Absolute Percentage Error (OPE),

OPE =100* [measuredvalue] ,rk{ simulatedvalue] rlodk 4 measuredvalu penodk

(2.1.7)

* Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE),

MAPE-= -* measuredialue ,,,o-f{ simulated&alu4 m.,14 measuredpalu4] ,

(2.18)

* Absolute Percentage Error around average (APE),

APE= 100 avgmeasuredalu4 f simulatedvgvalu4 .,, 4avgmeasurealue d

(2.19)

Test results are presented for five scenarios, where each scenario is defined by a

combination of u-k relationships and capacity flows (in veh/hr/In) applied to the zones

(Table 2.3). The capacity flows for the weaving area, are in the vicinity of the range

suggested in the literature, i.e., around 2200 veh/hr/In (Cassidy, M.J., and May, A.D.,

1991).
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Table 2.3. Error indices for weaving rates at Alameda site

15 min weaving
rates at 152.5I m.
lane 4

APE'

10.1
8.4
8.3

6.4
6.4

MAPE-
9.6 (6.2Y)

8.1 (3.6)
8.1 (3.6)
6.5 (2.0)
6.5 (2.1)

Hourl weaving
rate at specific
locations 0-60
min, lane 4 -
APE'

1.8

2.0
2.0
2.1
2.1

MAPE'
6.8 (3.5)
6.9 (3.8)
6.9 (3.8)
6.9 (3.9)
6.9 (3.9)

Hourl weaving
rate at specific
locations b 60-120
min. lane 4
APE'

1.0

1.6
1.6
2.2
2.2

MAPE'
8.7 (3.4)

12.7 (2.4)
12.8 (2.4)
20.1 (2.5)
20.1 (2.5)

Flow rate at
152.5 m. lane 4.
for the last 15
minutes
APE"
19.2
13.3
13.3
5.3

5.3

MAPE'
21.2(7.8)
18.5(9.8)
18.4(9.8)
12.3(9.0)
12.3(9.0)

Average density
in lane 4

APE
8.7

12.7

12.8
20.1
20.1

MAPE"
14.4(7.8)

16.4(7.3)
16.4(7.3)

19.8(6.2)
19.9(6.2)

'1m = 3.28 ft
b Weaving rates are averaged for a total of 5 locations, 76.3 m (250 ft) apart starting from the 76.3-meter

(250-foot) mark.
Scenario 1: 2300 - 2100 - 2300 Scenario 2: 2300 - 2200 - 2300

Scenario 3: 2400 - 2200 - 2400 Scenario 4: 2400 - 2300 - 2400
Scenario 5: 2500 - 2300 - 2500

The percentage error for the global average for all observations. For the weaving rate, it is the percentage
error for the average weaving rate over the 8 observed 15-minute periods. For the hourly rate, it is the
percentage error for the average rate over the five locations. There are 15 one-minute observations for
flow rates and 24 five-minute observations for the average density.

2The mean of the OPE's among all observations, i.e., the average fluctuation. There are 8 observations for
the 15-minute weaving rates, and 5 observations for the hourly weaving rates.

3 The standard deviation of all OPE's. is given in parenthesis.

For each scenario above, the figures represent respectively the capacity flow, expressed

in veh/hr, of the upstream, weaving and downstream zones.

A variety of field measurements were used for comparison purposes. Simulation results

are in close agreement with the data (Table 2.3). The APE's fall into a 5 to 20 percent

range and most are under 10 percent. The u-k relationships have limited impact on the

15-minute or hourly weaving rates. The average fluctuation or MAPE is stable, between

5.7 and 7.7 percent for the weaving rates, and between 6.5 and 8.4 percent for the 15-

minute weaving rates. Such small values, which vary little across the types of variable

under study, indicate a consistent model performance across locations and time periods.

Flow rate and density errors are within acceptable ranges. Both density and flow rate are

underestimated by the model. There is a trade-off between the density and flow-rate

percentage errors. In particular, a u-k relationship using a high capacity results in reduced

flow-rate errors but also in increased density errors. When one uses a lower capacity, the

relative magnitude of these errors is reversed. A potential explanation for the
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underestimation of flow rates and densities is that the u-k relationships employed,

calibrated with Minnesota data, may not fit well for the study site.

11.4.2 Freeway Interchange and Weaving Models

Data

The selected site is the network around the interchange at the 1-494 freeway westbound

direction over a length of 6.1 km (3.8 mi.), and the 1-35W freeway northbound over a

length of 9.2 km (5.7 mi.), in Minneapolis, Minnesota (Figure 2.6). All entrance ramps

are controlled with meters except for the clover-leaf interchange ramp from 1-35W NB

into 1-494 WB. The freeway site carries 3 lanes along all of the 1-494 section. 1-35W has

3 lanes at the beginning, then drops to 2 lanes after station 38. The weaving zone on 1-

494 is 700 feet (213 m) long and that of 1-35W is only 600 feet (183 m). Two interchange

ramps are included in the network, i.e., the diamond-type ramp from 1-494 WB into 1-

35W NB (ramp 121) and the only uncontrolled clover-leaf-type ramp mentioned above

(ramp 162).

Four sets of data were selected for typical, mid-week days in spring. These are for

Wednesday March 9, 1994 for the AM (5:30 to 10:00) and PM (3:30 to 7:00) periods,

Wednesday March 16, 1994 (PM period) and Tuesday, March 22, 1994 (AM period).

Most ramps carry low-to-moderate flows, including the diamond interchange ramp 121

with a typical average flow rate of 400-500 veh/hr/ln. Only the exit ramp to France

Avenue and the interchange clover-leaf ramp 162 involved in the two weaving areas

exhibit high flow rates, between 1200 to 1900 veh/hr/In. The weaving rates are estimated

around 1500 veh/hr. The upstream mainline flow rates show values from 3000 to 6000

veh/hr with slightly higher values for the morning period.
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Test results

The objective of these tests is to assess the impact of the weaving model. The tests

involve two series of comparisons of volume estimation errors. In the first case. ramps

162 and 104 on 1-494. and ramps 120 and 162 on 1-35W were simply modeled as two

closely spaced ramps. In the second, the weaving model was applied. In both cases, the

ramp-related u-k relationships were applied to ramp zones and the same sets of the u-k

relationships and control-related parameters were used. Percentage distribution curves for

the weaving areas were approximated using the "default" distribution curves as proposed

by Cassidy and May (1991) for the 4-lane weaving zone on 1-494 and by the Level D

method coefficients (Moskowitz, K., and Newman, L., 1962) for the 3-lane zone on I-

35W. To use these curves, the weaving lengths were adjusted to 800 feet.

Simulations were performed for the four data sets and the results are shown in Table 2.4.

They are expressed as the mean absolute error (MAE) and the MAPE for 5-minute

volume counts at the mainline stations of the entire network, the individual freeway sites,

and the interchange and weaving ramps. From Table 2.4, both models provide a good fit.

In most cases, percentage errors are less than 10 percent for mainline stations. The non-

weaving interchange model performs similarly to the weaving model but a mild

difference is noticeable for the two AM periods for which the non-weaving model

performs slightly better. Examination of the results reveals that the difference is mostly

due to a larger percentage error found with the weaving model for the 1-35W site. A

reason for the difference is that the distribution curves used for the 1-35W site, which

provide average values, may not accurately fit this site because of local characteristics.

Table 2.4. Mean absolute percentage errors for weaving and non-weaving models'

Location March 9, AM March 9, PM March 16, PM March 22, AM
NW^ XWW NW W NW W NW W

Network mainline 8.9 10.3 6.7 69 6.5 6.6 11.6 12.3
1-494 stations 9.4 9.4 7.3 8.0 4.5 4.7 10.7 10.7
I-35W stations 8.5 11.0 6.3 6.1 7.9 8.0 12.3 13.3
Ramp detector 121 6.3 6.3 8.3 6.9 14.2 12.1 9.1 9.2
ramp detector 162 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.0 0.8 1.1 ' 1.5 0.6
ramp detector 104 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.1H 1.0
ramp detector 120 2.1 1.7 10.6 1.8 31.4 1.5 1.5 1.6
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' Average values over 17 stations for the network. 10 stations on (-35W and 7 stations on [-494. The mean
absolute percentage errors are calculated from 54 five-minute observations for the AM data sets. and 48
fi.e-minute observations for the PM data sets,

SWithout the \seaving model
Including the w.eaving model

The clover-leaf interchange ramp results closely match the actual data. showing little

error. The weaving model performs slightly better for ramp 162, which is also involved in

the two weaving areas. The diamond-ramp errors (detector 121) range between 6 and 14

percent and are consistent between the models. The corresponding absolute error is small,

less than 6 veh/5 min, i.e., at most 75 veh/hr, and is attributable to errors in the simulation

of ramp control or to mild data defects.

Besides ramp 162, the results for the ramps involved in the weaving areas generally show

an accurate volume replication. On 1-35W, the entrance ramp (detector 120) exhibits an

atypically large average error when modeled as a non-weaving ramp for the data of

March 16, PM. A close examination shows that this error is due to the control strategy

simulation. The difference in simulated volume between the weaving and non-weaving

models is minor for stations 44 through 48, which are involved in the control of ramp

120. But the estimated volumes with the weaving model are slightly below the 33

veh/min volume threshold; on the other hand, estimated volumes are slightly over that

threshold for the non-weaving model. This small difference between the two models is

sufficient to trigger a more restrictive metering rate in the non-weaving model.

Overall, the similar performance of both models implies that weaving effects may not

have substantial influence on this ramp control application, owing to the geometric layout

of the mainline stations. In particular, none of the stations are located in a weaving area

and, therefore, the weaving turbulence phenomena are not taken into account in the

current control strategy. Station 44, located around 200 feet upstream of the weaving

area, is the only station for which attenuated weaving effects can be felt, as seen above

from the better control emulation for detector 120 and the March 16 data. Finally, it

appears that the weaving model provides slightly more accurate volume values for

volumes larger than 1500 veh/hr/In.
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11.4.3 Testing of HOV-Diamond-lane model

Site Description

Model performance was evaluated for the HOV model through the simulation of a

section of the diamond lane on 1-35W NB in Minneapolis between 106 h St. S and 7 6
th St.

S, i.e., over a length of 6.6 km (4.1 mi.). This I-35W stretch, described in section V.3, is

represented in figure 19. There are 9 detectors along the HOV facility and 5-minute

volumes can be used for comparison against simulated values. Detector stations include

all detectors across all lanes including the diamond lane.

Traffic Data

Four data sets were extracted for this study. These are the AM (6:30 to 9:00) and PM

(3:30 to 6:00) periods for April 4 and April 11, 1995. The mainline flows are moderate,

usually not exceeding 1800 veh/hr/ln. HOV flows are low to moderate, up to 1600

veh/hr/ln. The input upstream percentage of HOV's in total flow upstream were taken

from data for station 36. The percentages for in the incoming and outgoing ramp flows

were not available. However, information on average AM and PM HOV flows at HOV

bypasses either for this stretch (ramp 116) or in its vicinity suggest a range of 15 to 30%

of HOV's in total flow. Average values in that range were used in the simulation and

were varied for each ramp to obtain a good fit.

A detailed analysis of HOV detector data revealed the extent of the HOV violation for

this site. It was observed that the last 3 detectors (detector 591, 729, 350) present

increasing volumes that significantly contrast with the seemingly constant values of the

first 6 detectors. When converted into average relative percentages of HOV's in total

station volume for the period, the average percentage of HOV's remains stable for the

first 6 detectors at around 14 to 16%. But its gradually increases for the last three, up to

an average of 44% for detector 350 for the AM period (see Table 2.5). This phenomenon

is accentuated in the morning period when the HOV volumes are higher but is still

noticeable in the PM period. However, this increase in HOV volume is not confirmed by
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high ramp volumes that would entail a high HOV demand. nor from observed congestion

in the mainline as the occupancy level remains uncongested. A reason could be that the

presence of the 3-lane weaving section at the freeway interchange with 1-494 and the

turbulence that is due to lane-changing in the two rightmost lanes induce drivers to use

the HOV lane as an additional lane. This is more apparent for the last two detectors

which are respectively at 700 m (2300 feet) and 61 m (200 feet) upstream of the weaving

section. This recurring pattern in the four data sets tends to show that violation of the

HOV lane is not due to traffic conditions in this case but is rather attributable to the

behavior of frequent users who use the HOV lane to anticipate and bypass the weaving

section. As the HOV lane ends a few feet past the weaving section, their trip in the HOV

lane is at most a minute long and this minimizes the risk taken.

To account for this increased violation of the HOV rule, the model incorporates an

additional violation percentage which increases linearly over the distance from the

location of detector 591, about 1.6 km (1 mi.) prior to the weaving section. The user

needs to specify two coefficients: the rate of violation percentage increase and the

maximum additional violation percentage per mile. The total violation percentage per

mile is the sum of the term due to traffic conditions (as in section IV) augmented by this

new term.

Table 2.5. HOV volume and relative percentage in total station volume

DAY-PERIOD April 04 AM April 04 PM April 11 AM April 11 PM
HOV Detector Volume' Pct~. Volume Pet Volume Pct. Volume Pct.

(vphpin) (%) (vphpln) (%) (vphpin) (%) (vphpln) (%)
Detector 1038 635 0.15 420 0.14 643 0.16 383 0.14
Detector 533 578 0.15 397 0.15 593 0.16 349 0.14
Detector 541 557 0.14 382 0.13 568 0.15 350 0.13
Detector 545 544 0.15 378 0.15 530 0.15 343 0.14
Detector 577 570 0.14 426 0.14 570 0.15 397 0.14
Detector 579 620 0.15 494 " 014 649 0.16 456 0.14
Detector 591 948 0.21 677 0.17 961 0.22 622 0.17
Detector 729 1382 0.34 989 0.27 1378 0.36 911 0.27
Detector 350 1518 0.44 1122 0.33 1305 0.44 1061 0.33

Average over the period
2Average percentage of total station volume present in diamond lane
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Analysis of results

Simulations were performed for the four data sets and. given the above assumptions on

the percentage of HOV's at ramps. the volume errors were minimized through

optimization of u-k relationships and parameters associated with HOV violation. The

error indices are presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.7.

Table 2.6. Mean absolute errors and standard deviations for HOV testing
Location April 4, AM April 4, PM April 11, AM April 11. PM

MAE" STD MAE STD MAE STD MAE STD
HOV detectors 104.4 86.4 79.2 81.6 117.6 112.8 78.0 73.2
Mainline stations 254.4 228.0 271.2 .0 235.2 192.0 212.4 182.4

1 The mean absolute percentage errors are calculated from 36 five-minute observations.
2 Averaged in veh/hr. Mainline stations include HOV lane detectors.

Table 2.7. Mean absolute percentage errors and standard deviations for HOV testing

Location April 4, AM April 4, PM "April 11, AM Aprill. 1, PM
MAPE' STD MAPE STD MAPE STD MAPE STD

HOV detectors 16.6 17.9 14.4 11.3 14.3 11.1 15.5 11.2
Mainline stations 7.0 7.0 7.4 7.9 6.7 4.8 6.6 5.5

' The mean absolute percentage errors are calculated from 36 five-minute observations.

Overall, the results appear satisfactory with an error range of less than 120 veh/hr/ln for

the HOV lane and less than 260 veh/hr for the stations. Expressed in percentages, the

errors range between 14.3 and 16.6% for the HOV lane and are around 7% for the

mainline stations. Errors are higher for the AM periods when HOV flow is more

important and when more erratic variations of HOV volumes in two consecutive periods

are more likely than for the PM period. This can be observed from the standard

deviations that are higher for AM periods. The errors and their STD could be further

reduced through implementation of actual percentages of HOV's at ramps that would

reflect the actual variation of HOV demand at ramps. Another source of error is the

inaccuracy in the u-k relationships at low to moderate flows. These relationships are

specified as piecewise curves and speeds and flows are interpolated from u-k pairs. In the

low-to-moderate flow range (density between 0 and 30 veh/mi/ln), only 4 u-k pairs are

available. A refinement of the u-k curves for that range with a finer piecewise function

would improve accuracy. Finally, the HOV violation model could be refined based on
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additional data collected in the vicinity of the upstream of the weaving area, between

detectors 729 and 350.

11.5 Summary

We have presented a macroscopic approach to the modeling of freeway-to-freeway

interactions through representation of freeway interchanges, modeling of ramp weaving

zones, and modeling of HOV-diamond lane with unlimited egress and access from and to

the mixed-flow lanes. The freeway-to-freeway network is split into components linked to

one another at the interchange ramps. A derivation of u-k relationships particular to

ramps is proposed to represent the specificity of traffic behavior to ramps as opposed to

mainline segments. The model for weaving areas is based on the estimation of the lane-

changing activity in the rightmost-through and auxiliary lanes and uses a multilane

approach that extrapolates the point-flow-by-movement method. Using empirical

distribution curves of the percentages of flow at horizontal and vertical locations

throughout the weaving area, it estimates the lane-changing rates from the variation of

such flow distributions between two points. The HOV model, using the one-dimensional

simple continuum formulation, treats the diamond lane as a separate facility. It interacts

with the mixed-flow lanes through the merging or diverging of HOV's in the vicinity of

ramps or at its upstream and downstream ends. It attempts to include HOV violation as

well as effects of capacity-reducing events on the diamond lane which force the HOV's

to merge back to the mixed-flow lanes.

The features were evaluated with a series of simulation runs against field volume data.

The weaving model was simulated for one site in California exhibiting high weaving

flows. It showed a satisfactory-to-excellent replication of a variety of local data and

provided good confidence in the model capabilities. The freeway-to-freeway interchange

model was tested with the option of including t•e weaving model through the simulation

of an actual two-freeway network in Minneapolis. The simple interchange model and the

interchange model enhanced with the weaving effects were found to perform

satisfactorily and have similar behavior in replicating the actual data. The u-k relationship
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designed for clover-leaf interchange ramps were most suitable in reproducing the actual

occupancy data. The HOV model was evaluated for a diamond-lane on 1-35W NB in

Minneapolis which exhibits a large amount of HOV violation. This model provided an

acceptable error range after the HOV violation model was adjusted to account for local

driving habits.
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III. Development of A Neural-Network Based Ramp Metering Strategy

1II.1 Introduction

Exploiting supercomputer resources and the freeway control-emulation software. we

propose a heuristic simulated annealing algorithm to optimize the traffic performance of a

large freeway control system in a 3-hour peak period off-line. The system consists of 9

entrance ramps, 9 exit ramps and 14 detector stations, a section of 1-35W, north bound

from 106 St. South to highway 62. Minneapolis. Based on occupancies and volumes

getting from all detector stations, we adjust control variables in ramp meter rates

heuristically to minimize freeway total travel time and maximize total ramp entering

volume. Comparing with the results of the TMC control strategy, the freeway total travel

time decreased by 1% and average speed increased by 3% while total ramp entering

volume increased by 6%.

We use the optimized relationship between the ramp meter rate and occupancy, volume,

and demand to train a feed-forward neural network with a backpropagation algorithm.

After the training, we use this trained network as a controller, and resulting performance

differs from optimized results by 2%. Under the low demand pattern which is novel to

the neural network controller, performance also differs from optimized performance by

about 2%. This indicates that the neural network can learn the optimized relationship and

generalize its knowledge for different demand patterns.

III.2 Traffic Control System

To model the freeway, based on the vehicle conservation principle and previously

proposed discrete-time freeway traffic flow model, a general form of the state equations

is:

K(n)= [ -- 1 -(n)+ KX.,(n)]+ * [ - (n)+1 .(n)]+a* G(n) (3.1a)
2 2 X;
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0 (n) = K (n)* L-n) (3.1b)

) = ( K( n)) (3.1c)

Where K,(n) is the density of road section j at time n , t = to + n * At;

L(.(n), Q,(n) and G,(n) are the equilibrium speed, flow rate, and generation flow rate of

road section j during time interval n from t, to tn. I;

U(K,(n)) is the equilibrium speed function with independent variable K,(n)

XN is the length of road section j;

At is the time increment; and

a, is a coefficient to convert the generation flow rate into density.

As the initial density K,(0) , is known through equations (3. la), (3.1 b), and (3.1 c), traffic

parameters such as density, speed, and flow rate of each road section can be obtained at

any time, leading to the desired traffic dynamics.

The optimal ramp metering control formulation for freeway corridors is:

Find the trajectories of control variables

R,(n) (ramp metering rate)

that minimize the objective function, for example,

V-1 M

TT = {At * { {Kj(n) * W * X}}} } (total travel time)
n -O j -l

subject to the constraints on the state variable

Kj(n + 1) = fj(K(n), R(n)) (traffic flow model)

Ki. mi(n) 5 Kj(n) 5 Ki. m (n) (domain of density)

and the control variable

R,. mn(n) • Ri(n)S Ri. mx(n) (domain of metering rate)

for all ramp meters i =  , 2, .... I, road sections 1, 2, ..., J, and for an optimization

period n = 0, 1, .... N-1, where

Tr the total travel time of the corridor system during the optimization period;

Ri(n) is the metering rate of ramp meter i for time interval n from tn to t. \;
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f(K(n). Rn)) expresses the dynamic estimation of density at time n-1 for road section j.

and is a function of the state vector (1n) and the control vector R(n) at time n:

IV is the average width of road section j;

K:. mn(n) and K; max(n) are the minimum and maximum (jam) densities of section j,

respectively;

R,. min(n) and Ri. max(n) are minimum and maximum metering rates of ramp meter i,

respectively;

I is the total number of ramp meters;

And J is the total number of road sections; and all other variables are the same as those

in equation (3.1).

In particular, the system we used for analysis consists of 9 entrance ramps, 9 exit ramps

and 14 detector stations over a section of 1-35W, north bound from 106 St. South to

highway 62 in Minneapolis. Of the 9 ramps, the upstream 8 entrance ramps are under

metering control.

III.3 Heuristic Simulated Annealing Algorithm

Simulated annealing, proposed by Kirkpatrick (1983), is a general purpose combinatorial

optimization technique. This algorithm is an extension of a Monte Carlo method

developed by Metropolis et al. (1953) to provide an efficient simulation of a collection of

atoms in equilibrium at a give temperature. In each step of the algorithm, an atom is

given a small random displacement and the resulting change, AE, in the energy of the

system is computed. If AE 50, the displacement is accepted, and the configuration with

the displaced atom is used as the starting point of the next step. The case AE > 0 is

treated probabilistically; the probability that the configuration is accepted is

AE
P(AE) = exp(-- -) ..Random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval (0, 1) are a

keaT

convenient means of implementing the random part of the algorithm. One such number
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is selected and compared with P(AE). If it is less then P(A.E). the new configuration is

retained: if not. the original configuration is used to start the next step.

Using the cost of function in place of the energy and defining the configurations by a set

of parameters {(X}, the Metropolis procedure can be used to generate a population of

configurations of a given optimization problem at some effective temperature, i.e., a

control parameter. The simulated annealing process consists of first "melting" the system

being optimized at a high effective temperature, then slowly lowering the temperature in

stages until the system "freezes" and no further changes occur. At each temperature, the

simulation must proceed long enough for the system to reach a steady state. The

sequence of temperatures and the number of attempted rearrangements of the {(X} to

reach equilibrium at each temperature can be considered an annealing schedule.

A simulated annealing algorithm differs from a conventional iterative improvement

algorithm in that, it not only accepts a solution with a better objective function value but

also accepts a solution with worse objective function values probabilistically. When the

temperature T is high, the probability of accepting a worse solution is relatively large,

making it relatively easier for the simulated annealing algorithm to escape from a basin

with local minimum value to another basin. It is expected that the algorithm will arrive at

the basin with the global minimum value eventually in the sense of probability.

Suppose f(X) is the objective function and X, the parameter set; then, the simulated

annealing algorithm can be restated as follows:

Set initial temperature T (positive) and initial feasible solution Xod

Calculate fo, = f(Xotd);

Set XA = X.d , fa. = fold

Repeat

for ( i = 1 to number of iteration)

{
AX.w =perturbation( XI ) ; (Heuristic)
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f, = f( . :,

r = random(): 0 < r < 1

if ( fj < fi ) or r < exp((f.i - fn.) / T)

fold = fn ,t,

if ( < fw l <fold)

{
ibess = fnew ;

fj/, = f.ew ;

}
}

}
T = ?T; < 1.

Until (stopping criterion is met or certain number of steps)

Output Xbs,, and fbesi as the best known solution and objective function value.

For our problem, the parameter set {X)} is {R(i,t)}, where i = 0 to 7 (8 ramps), t = 0 to

359 (every 30 seconds for the 3 hour period), and R(i,t) is the metering rate at ramp i at

time t, with 6 possible control rate levels from 1 to 6. This metering rate is used in the

time interval t to t + 1. The cost function can 'be any performance index such as total

travel time, total travel, total ramp entering volume, etc., or any combination of indices.

The number of parameters is 17,280 (6*8*360). In each step, the simulator requires about

20 seconds on the Cray-2; therefore, performing a large number of steps is practically

impossible. To facilitate the optimization process we propose the heuristic annealing

algorithm as presented below. The relative positions of entrance ramps and freeway

detector stations are shown in Figure. 3.1, with vehicles moving on a multilane freeway

from right to left.
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Figure 3.1 Freeway ramps and detector stations

Let OCC(j,t) represent the occupancy at detector station j at time t, where j = 0, 1, ...,

13; t = 0, 1, ... , 359. In each step, we check OCC(j,t) for all t from I to 359 and one

random j from 0 to 13. If OCC(j,t) is greater than threshold , we increase every

metering rate within a set of related ramps {mj} , where the set {mj} has been pre-defined

based on traffic engineering experience for all detectors, by one level (more restrictive) if

it is not level 6 (the most restrictive level). If OCC(j,t) is less than threshold 9

(6) < 9 ), we decrease every metering rate within a set of related ramps {nj}, where, in

general, {nj} is different from {mj}, by one level if it is not level 1 (the lowest level).

Two types of control logic, based on different {mj} and {nj} sets, are given in Tables 3.1

and 3.2.

Table 3.1
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Table 3.2

Detector

Stationj 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ! 8 9.10.11.12.13

n 0 ° 0. 1 0. 1 23 12.3 13.4 324 . 43 .6 5,6.7 6.71.2 1 2.I2.I! , I

III.4 Evaluation

We have tested the new algorithm for two different demand patterns. The first pattern

represents actual field data, called, "low demand pattern". The second, called, "high

demand pattern", is generated by multiplying the low demand pattern by a factor of three.

Further we tested a large number of optimization types using different objective

functions, different thresholds and different {mj} and {n1} sets. Here we present the

results from three typical cases, i.e., Case 1, using Table 1 with the same threshold 6)

equaling 20 at every detector; Case 2, using Table 3.2 with threshold as in Table 3.3; and

Case 3, using Table 3.2 with thresholds as in Table 3.4.

Table 3.3 Table 3.4

Detectors 0-5, 8,13 6, 7

6 22 28

~- "13 20

Following optimization, the occupancies are shown in Figure 3.2 for Cases 1, 2, and 3,

respectively. Compared with the present control strategy, shown in Figure 3.2 Present,

the optimized ramp metering rates can reduce (Cases I and 3) or practically eliminate

(Case 2) traffic congestion at high demand. The traffic performance indices, freeway total

travel time, ramp metering volume, and average speed, are given in Table 3.5 for 3 test

cases and the present control strategy. Freeway total travel time (Hrs) decreased by 2%

to 10% and average speed (Km/hr) increased by 2% to 10% while total ramp entering

volume (Veh/3hrs) changed by +1% (increase) to -3% (decrease). In particular, Case 3
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resulted in higher ramp entering volume, lower total travel time, and higher average

speed.

.7. . . go

Figure 3.2 Occupancy with new and present control

Table 3.5
Indices Freeway Total Ramp Entering Average Speed

Travel Time (Hn) Volume (Veh/3h) ) (Mi/

Case I 1030 9474 .  196.2 59.4

Case 2 1076 9889 93.3 57.6
Case 3 1119 T1014 89.9 55.5
Present 1141 j 10093 88.3 54.5
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For the low demand pattern. the performance improvement is not significant since

congestion is not substantial with the present control method. However. congestion is

still reduced by optimizing ramp metering rates.

III.5 Implementation with Neural Network and Evaluation of Neural Network

Controller

Based on the optimization with the heuristic simulated annealing algorithm, we obtained

the optimized metering rates at each ramp for each time interval. Therefore, we can use

359 patterns to train the network. In particular, the neural network, shown in Figure 3.3,

consists of the following layers: 1) input layer, 38 nodes (14 occupancies, 14 volumes, 9

demands, and one bias); 2) hidden layer, including 8 (8 ramps) parallel lines of nodes,

each line with 30 nodes fully connected to the input layer; 3) output layer, including 8

parallel lines of nodes, each line with 6 nodes (6 possible rates) fully connected to one

line of nodes in the hidden layer. This network includes 8 3-layer feed-forward neural

networks with the same inputs.

OUTPUT OUTPUT

C
I

Tr-

X Xi X.

INPUT

Figure 3.3 Neural Network Architecture
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We normalized each input (i.e.. occupancy., volume, and traffic demand) to the range of 0

to 1. In training,. only one node in each output line has an output (ramp metering rate) of

1. corresponding to the optimized rate. and the other 5 nodes output zeros. After training

with the backpropagation algorithm, the network can correctly produce the metering rates

75% of the time; in the remaining cases, the error is never greater than one metering rate

level. Here. in each output line. the node with the highest value represents the actual

metering rate. When we use this network as a controller, performance differs from the

optimized results by 1%. Under the low demand pattern performance also differs from

the optimized results by 1%. This indicates that the neural network can learn the

optimized relationship and can generalize its knowledge for different demand patterns.

III.6 Summary

Our preliminary study has shown that simulated annealing algorithm can be efficiently

used to off-line optimize the ramp metering control if we can find a good heuristic

method. We have also confirmed that artificial neural networks not only are capable to

learn the relationship between the ramp meter rate and the occupancy, volume and

demand, but can also generalize the optimized control strategy under different demand

patterns which are novel to the trained neural network.
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IV. Development of a Control Method Sensitive to Exit -Ramp Volume

IV. 1 Introduction

Freeway ramp control systems have succeeded in using the basic principles of feedback

and feedforward control laws but have not yielded desirable performances of control

methods, owing to a few major disadvantages in currently used metering system. The

first. and vital, disadvantage is that most systems do not consider network-wide traffic

conditions, because they use exclusively local traffic measurements, for instance, the

Twin Cities control system has attempted to include system-wide traffic conditions in

support of adjusting the metering rates. This attempt has to some degree improved the

performance of the system. Its control logic, however, is still based on zonal traffic

conditions, rather than on system-wide traffic conditions. The second disadvantage of

these systems is that their logic is established solely on the basis of previously collected

traffic data, which are used to calculate metering rates; therefore, the control functions

can only react to freeway traffic conditions, rather than take precautions against

congestion, Third, most currently operated systems, such as the one in the Twin cities, do

not take real-time ramp-exit volumes into account as a control parameter, though they

may use historical ramp-exit volume to develop thresholds.

Responding to the need for more sophisticated and traffic responsive ramp metering

control strategies, we develop a new control strategy which aims at improving traffic

performance. This strategy includes ramp-exit volume as additional control parameter.

IV.2 Proposed Control Method Based on Exit-Ramp Volume

Exit ramp volume is critical in fully defining a traffic system. The volume at a certain

location of the freeway (e.g., location 2 in Fig 4.1) is determined by three volume-related

factors, i.e., vehicles coming from the upstream portion of the freeway, vehicles merging
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from the entrance ramp and vehicles exiting the freeway. Therefore. a metering control

system that does not explicitly consider exit ramp volume may not accurately reflect the

actual traffic situation.

1 L 2

VdOd

qeV VxD

Figure 4.1 Traffic flow at a freeway segment with entrance and exit ramps

Let us consider the following situation. Figure 4.2 A - E, showing a typical situation of

downstream exit volume vs. upstream freeway volume, presents data from volume at an

exit ramp vs. freeway upstream volume on 1-494 westbound on June 15, 1993. Figure 4.2

B shows data during a 24-hour period on that day. Figure 4.2C shows only the 3-hour

peak, morning and afternoon, data. Figure 4.2D shows only the 3-hour peak morning

data; the first part of a.m. is from 5 a.m. to 6:30 a.m., and the second part is from 6:30

a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Figure 4.2E shows only the 3-hour peak afternoon data; the first part of

p.m. is from 4:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., and the second part is from 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m..

1) Generally speaking, when the upstream freeway volume increases, the volume at

the downstream exit ramp increases as well. We could accordingly draw a straight

line for those data.

2) However, the line drawn in (1) does not reflect all situations. As the points above

the straight line (inside the circle) indicate, although the upstream freeway volume

decreases, the volume at the downstream-exit ramp increases. The downstream

freeway occupancy cannot reflect this situation within a desirable time period, and

consequently, causes a considerable time delay in adjustment of the control at

entrance ramps (in this example, the entrance ramp is Portland Avenue). In contrast,
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a control system that includes exit ramp volume data may take advantage of the

additional information by sensing that more space is available at a freeway section as

a result of vehicle exiting the freeway. As a result of the explicit information, the

metering rates at the entrance ramp will be altered immediately to allow more

vehicles, waiting on the ramp. to merge into the freeway.

Based on the discussion above, addressing particularly the necessity of introducing traffic

measurements at the exit ramp as indispensable inputs to the controller, we employ exit

ramp volume as an additional input variable V x (see Figure 4.1) in our proposed control

methods so as to sustain a more traffic-responsive metering rate. The advantage of using

exit ramp volume rather than occupancy is that volume data measured by a loop detector

are more accurate than measured occupancy, because occupancy data could vary

depending on the sensitivity of detectors. On the other hand, the disadvantage of the

volume measurement is that it shows the same value under both congested and

uncongested traffic conditions. Only the occupancy data can indicate traffic congestion.

It follows that an ideal traffic control system should consider both exit ramp volume and

occupancy measurements if advanced traffic detection systems are available. In this

project, only exit ramp volume is taken into account to facilitate implementation.

Nicollet Ave. Portland Ave.

\ No. 882

1-494 westbound No. 181

Freeway and ramp detectors

Figure 4.2A Location of detector station of Figure 4.2 B
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Freeway 1-494 WB at Nicollet Ave. exit
ramp using 1/19/93 data

CI
Co

a

Figure 4.2B Freeway upstream volume vs. downstream exit ramp volume 24-hour data.
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Freeway 1-494 WB at Nicollet Ave. exit
ramp using 1/19/93 data

.SB

:I

u.l
Freeway volume Det #181 (veh/5min/lane)

Sistpak a.m. * 2ndplak a.. * istpeakp.m. Z 2nd pea kp.rm.

Figure 4.2C Freeway upstream volume vs. downstream exit ramp volume peak morning

and afteroon data.
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Freeway 1-494 WB at Nicollet Ave. exit
ramp using 1/19/93 data

I

x

w

2o
rm

uJ
Freeway volume Det. #181 (veh5min/lane)

I I st pe a.m. 2nd peak am.

Figure 4.2D Freeway upstream volume vs. downstream exit ramp volume 3-hour peak

morning data.
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Freeway 1-494 WB at Nicollet Ave. exit
ramp using 1/19/93 data

to

I

LU
Freeway volume Dt. #181 (veh/5min/tane)

Figure 4.2E Freeway upstream volume vs. downstream exit ramp volume 3-hour peak
afternoon data
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IV.2.1. General Modeling for on-line Calculation Control System

Let us consider the ramp metering problem depicted in Figure 4.1. Position 1 is the

measurement location upstream of the entrance ramp, and position 2 represents the

measurement location downstream of the exit ramp, at a distance L from position 1. The

entrance-ramp metering rate Vr is updated every T time units. The following presents the

conservation equation for this freeway section between locations 1 and 2:

k)= (t) + ( t) - V, (t) -,()] (4.1)

where, for entrance ramp j in Figure 4.1, Vu is the upstream volume, Vr is the metering

rate of the entrance ramp, Vx is the volume at downstream exit ramp i, and Vd is the

volume at the freeway downstream. In addition, traffic density k at time t, in

vehicles/mile, is defined as the number of vehicles in the freeway section at that time

divided by the length L of that road section. Equation (4.1) indicates that, in this freeway

section, the time-dependent change of density is determined by the right-hand-side term

that accounts for all traffic volume that is generated and dissipated, i.e., enters or exits

that section through time.

Since traffic density cannot be measured directly, it is convenient to replace k(t) in

Equation 4.1 with the corresponding occupancy Od(t), measured at downstream position

2, using the approximate relationship k = a*Od, where a = p/(l00 -. ), u is the number

of lanes of the freeway, and A is the mean effective vehicle length in miles.

Subsequently, by replacing freeway density with occupancy, Equation 4.1 is rewritten:

Od(t) = [V,(t)+ V,(t)- V,(t)- Vd (t)]/(La- a). (4.2)

The control input Vr is updated every T time mnits. From Equation 4.2, the change in

downstream occupancy is determined by the traffic generated by Vu and Vr, and

dissipated by Vx and Vd, where the values for Vu, Vr, Vx and Vd are assumed to be

constant during time interval T. However, volumes Vu, Vr, Vx and Vd do not consider
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geometric and driver behavior characteristics that may be specific to a road section.

Furthermore. in selecting a control input to indicate traffic congestion at freeway

downstream we wish to use downstream occupancy Od. not downstream volume Vd that

may take same values under both light and congested traffic. To address this issue. we

change Equation 4.2 to Equation 4.3 in which the downstream volume Vd can be derived

by means of a nonlinear function Q (fundamental diagram) of Od. Thus Equation 4.2 can

be rewritten as

Od(t)=[Vu(t)+Vr(t)-Vx(t)-Q(Od(t))/(L.-a). (4.3)

Function Q is specific to each freeway section, and can be obtained off-line from

historical data. Equation 4.3 is a nonlinear first-order dynamic system model. This

model may be linearized around a nominal steady-state (Od, Vu, Vr, Vx) such that

A

Od=O; Vd= Q(Od); Vr= Vd-Vu+Vx

With the notation AOd (t)= Od -Od used analogously for all variables, linearisation

yields

AO(t)= AV,(t)+ AV()-V,(AV(t)-Q AVd(t ) (L-a). (4.4)

A A A,
where Q = dQ (o) I dO d, i.e. Q is the slope of the tangent of the fundamental diagram

A

at Q and hence its value is proportional to the speed of the kinematic traffic ware (see

A
Ligthill and Whitham, 1955). Clearly, Q is positive on the left-hand side of the

fundamental diagram (Papageorgiou, Habib, 1990).

Since the control input Vr is updated every T time units, we could proceed to a time

discretization of Equation (4.4) with sample time interval T which gives
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JO (k -1) =JO (k) --1  V (k) -AV (k) -AV (k) (4.5)d d 1 o u  r  x

wxhere k = 0. 1. 2. ... is the sample time index. Thus 0 d (k ) is the occupancy at time kT.

and A.Vrk) are assumed to be constant during the time interval [(k-i)T, kT). The constant

QT

parameter P3 is derived from the discretization procedure to be 3 = e aL (Papageorgiou,

Habib, 1990).

The parameter P may be neglected if the ratio L/T is sufficiently small. This will be the

case if traffic volume entering the freeway, reaches site 2 during the time interval T. In

this case, the effect of entering traffic Vr(k) will be visible at site 2 by the end of the

corresponding time interval. Setting (3 = 0 in (4.5), we obtain

AOd(k+1) =[AV(k) + V() r(k) -AV(k)] / Q' (4.6)

With Equation (4.6) which is the solution of system state equation (4.4), we can develop

a feedback control law of P1, PD, PID, or optimal controller (Papageorgiou, Habib,

1990). The general form of the controller is

A

Vr(k) = F( Vr(k-1), (0 - Od(k)). (4.7)

From the metering rate Vr(k), we can further calculate the red times R(t) based on

Equation 4.8, provided that in each cycle one car is granted permission to merge into the

freeway:

3600
R(k)-M --2 (4.8)

Vr(k)

where R(t) is expressed in seconds. The two seconds in Equation 4.8 is the green time in

each cycle. Normally, occupancy ranges from 0 to 50%, volume ranges from 0 to 60

vehicles/mile, and red time ranges from 0.8 to 25 seconds.

The controller of (4.7) can be applied directly into the on-line calculation control system.

For systems that use on-line automatic rate selection control, for example, the Twin Cities
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control system, we derive new control methods. The new methods start from Equation

(4.3) and determine a set of thresholds and metering rate tables. This will be further

discussed in the following sections.

IV.2.2 Modeling for on-line Rate Selection Control System

A variety of important characteristics are associated with the existing ramp control

systems. such as feedforward and feedback control features, definition of control zone.

selection of detector stations, etc. One important control characteristic is the method used

to define metering rates. A number of systems adopt on-line calculation of metering rates

on the basis of instant freeway traffic information. Most systems use automatic rate

selection control methods, which require the application of control thresholds, available

from predetermined libraries or "schedules", to select metering rates. For example, the

control metering system in Paris uses on-line calculation, where the metering rate is a

function of downstream occupancy (Hadj-Salem, 1990). Under this structure the

metering rate can change continuously with freeway occupancy. In contrast, the

Minneapolis ramp control system uses libraries of six volume and occupancy thresholds

to select the suitable metering rate with regard to a given freeway (Stephanedes, et al,

1992b).

As elaborated in the previous section, the controller (4.7) provides the appropriate

metering rate to various freeway traffic conditions in terms of a continuous function.

This method can be directly applied to systems that use on-line calculation control. In

particular, freeway upstream volume, freeway downstream occupancy and exit ramp

volume are together used as inputs to determine the values of control regulators, and the

result of a control regulator derived by this method is continuous, rather than discrete (not

a threshold). Application of this method in systems that implement on-line calculation

control is straightforward, since only the current ramp metering calculation logic needs to

be adjusted. On the other hand, application of the proposed method in systems that carry

out automatic rate selection control requires that the method be discretized to generate a
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set of volume thresholds Vi. a set of occupancy thresholds Oi , and a set of exit volume

thresholds. Ei. This is necessary because:

Automatic rate selection systems use a predefined set of metering rates. For example,

the Minneapolis and Denver control systems exhibit up to 6 metering rates at each

entrance-ramp. the Chicago control system up to 5 rates, and the Los Angeles control

system up to 15 metering rates.

* The selection of metering rates is determined by a number of control thresholds, each

of which corresponds to a metering rate. The selection is performed by comparing

each threshold against a traffic measurement. For example, if we have n occupancy-

sensitive metering rates R1, R2 , ..., Rn, and n occupancy thresholds 0 1 , O ..., On,

the measured freeway occupancy 0 is compared with the occupancy thresholds. If

measured 0 is less than the first threshold, 0 l , no metering is applied; if 01 < 0 <

02, the first metering rate RI is applied, etc. Finally, if O is greater than the last

threshold, On , the most restrictive metering, Rn is applied. In summary,

no metering rate for 0 < 01

U(t) =RI for 01 < 0 < 0 2

= R2 for 02 < O0 < 03

= R3 for 03 < 0 < 04

=Rn 1for On < 0

The n occupancy thresholds correspond to n-1 consecutive "bang-bang" or "on-off"

control switches as illustrated in Figure 4.3, where n = 6. Figure 4.4 describes an

example of an actual metering rate library, based on occupancy thresholds for freeway I-

494 westbound at the Portland Avenue entrance ramp in Minneapolis.
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Figure 4.3 Feedback with "bang-bang" control
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Figure 4.4 Metering rate with occupancy thresholds

In our proposed control methods, we have three control inputs and every threshold

point (Oi , Vi , Ei) that corresponds to a metering rate Ri must be Oi. 1 < Oi < Oi+1,

Vi- 1 < Vi < Vi+ 1 and Ei-1 < Ei < Ei+ 1 . This implies that the threshold point for rate

i must reflect a more congested traffic condition, in terms of occupancy and volume,

than the threshold point for metering rate i-1.

According to the above rules, the parameters in Equation 4.7 are continuous but not

discrete, and can only be used in on-line calculation of metering rates systems; therefore,

we develop a method that derives a set of freeway volume, occupancy, and exit volume

thresholds, and corresponding metering rates, which are required in the automatic rate

selection system.
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In order for a control system to be compatible with an automatic rate selection system.

we establish the proposed control method in accordance with the following logic: It

starts from the predetermined metering rates based on any kind of control logic which

considers only the freeway traffic condition, for example, freeway upstream

volume/occupancy and/or downstream occupancies. A set of thresholds for exit ramp

volume is subsequently generated based on the range of exit ramp volume, collected by

detector stations, and the number of corresponding predetermined metering rates.

In particular, the level of predetermined metering rates is represented by k (k = 1, 2, 3,....

n), and the level of thresholds of exit ramp volume is represented by E (E =1, 2, 3,..., n),

which should be classified into at least three categories: low, medium and high. Low E is

suggested as E < n/2; medium E = Ed, where Ed is the "decision threshold" that roughly

labels the point representing the average value of exit ramp volume, and high E =n-I or n.

Finally, the medium threshold is used as the critical key value for the purpose of control.

If the freeway traffic is uncongested, i.e. k <= kd, which is the "critical threshold," the

point at which the traffic reaches its capacity; and if E exceeds the medium thresholds Ed,

indicating a mild traffic condition on exit ramps, then k is to be reduced one level and

become less restrictive (k to k-1) so that more vehicles are allowed to enter the freeway.

If exit ramp volume reaches the highest level, then approximately two levels of k need to

be reduced (k = k-2) so that even more vehicles may have chances to merge into the

freeway. On the other hand, when exit ramp volume is very low, caused by either

congestion at the exit ramp or more vehicles staying on the freeway, E is lower than the

first two or three lowest levels, or the freeway is very congested, i.e., k is higher than the

top two or three thresholds, then one level of k should be increased (k = k + 1), namely

the metering rate should be one level more restrictive than predefined by the existing

control strategy which only considers the traffic condition on the freeway.
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The proposed control method can be applied to any existing control system that only uses

freeway traffic measurements as control inputs. These inputs could be either freeway

upstream or downstream volume and occupancy or both. We can examine how the

control system can be implemented in reality. e.g.. in the Twin Cities. First. let us

determine the numbers of metering rates and thresholds for exit ramp volume. In order to

take advantage of the current freeway control system in the Twin Cities and make a test

of the proposed control method possible without a lot of hardware and software changes,

the new control method should use the same number of metering rates as the currently

existing system. Since the Twin Cities control system uses six metering rates, R1 , R2,....

R6 , (n = 6), six occupancy thresholds 01,O, ... , , 06, and six freeway upstream volume

thresholds VV 2, ..., V6, to extend this system, we will use six matching exit volume

thresholds El, E2, ..., E6 .

Secondly, we develop three new control methods which use automatic rate selection

systems. Method one and two use three control inputs Vu, Od, Vx. As we introduced in

the Chapter III.2, the current Twin Cities control system is an automatic rate selection

system and uses two control inputs, upstream volume and downstream occupancy. Our

new control methods could be incorporated in the TMC system; In particular, by taking

exit-ramp volume into account, the new control strategies modify metering rates,

determined by the current Mn/DOT Traffic Management Center (TMC) control method,

to allow more vehicles to enter the freeway from an entrance ramp when the immediately

downstream exit ramp has a high volume and the freeway is not congested. Therefore,

the modified metering rates become more traffic-responsive.

The structure of new control method Ml is depicted in Figure 4.5. The motivation for the

method is the need to improve the determination of metering rate for ramp j (see Fig 4.1)

and to reflect not only the conditions at upstream and downstream freeway but also at the

exit ramp i. To accomplish this, we have to consider the traffic condition at exit ramp i,

immediately downstream of entrance ramp j. By taking advantage of the existing TMC

control method we first start by using the TMC control method, which is based solely on
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freeway upstream volumes and downstream occupancies, to predetermine the ramp

metering rate and set the red time at level k ( 1I to 6 ) for ramp j. If the volume at exit

ramp i. as revealed by the data from the detector station at downstream exit ramp i. is at

least as high as the "decision threshold" Ed (in Ml, Ed = 4). and the freeway is

uncongested. that is, k is less than "critical threshold" kd, (in M1, we use kd = 4 as a

critical value, according to the current TMC volume and occupancy threshold values).

then k is reduced one or two levels, depending on how high the exit volume level is. In

particular, if exit volume level is four or five, k is reduced one level; and if the exit

volume level is six, k is reduced two levels. As a result, the metering rate becomes less

restrictive. The control logic have been tested and described in chapter VII.

The following logic is added to the control logic (Figure 4.5), but was not activated

during the testing. According to this logic, when the volume at exit ramp i is at level one

or two, which means either congestion at exit ramp or more vehicles staying on the

freeway, and traffic condition on the freeway becomes congested, and when k is larger

than 5 or 6, k is increased one level, becoming more restrictive to prevent further

congestion on the freeway. Under the remaining possible conditions, in which exit ramp

volume and freeway volume are either both high or both low, the metering rate that has

been predetermined by the TMC method for entrance ramp j remains unchanged.

Figure 4.6 describes the structure of new control method M2. One of the major

differences between MI and M2 is the condition under which we reduce the metering

rate. In particular, in M2, the decisive threshold for exit volume at an exit ramp is Ed = 3.

Consequently, under M2, the metering rates become less restrictive than they are in Ml.
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IV.2.3 Initialization of Control Parameters

Considering Equation 4.3. since control input Vr is updated every T time units. we

proceed to a time discretization of Equation 4.3 with a sampling time interval T. In

particular, we begin with the general discrete equation for downstream occupancy.

0(t+) = O(t) + Vut) +Vr-(t)- V -(t)-Q (t) (L -a) (4.9)
AOd(t)= V(t) + Vr(t) -V(t)-QOd(t))](L-a) (4.10)

with T = I (one time unit). From Equation 4.10, the change in downstream occupancy is

determined by the traffic generated by Vu and Vr, and dissipated by Vx and Q(Od),

where the values for V u , Vr, Vx and Q(Od) are assumed to be constant during time

interval T.

In Equation 4.9, the traffic measurements of Od(t), Vu(t), and Vx(t) are available.

Therefore, in order to reduce the disturbance caused by freeway upstream traffic volume,

A A

we assign Od(t+1) = 0 (desired occupancy 0 can be obtained from the fundamental

diagram and optimized through an optimization process), and get the following equation

= 0 d (t)+ Vu(t)+ Vr(t)- Vx(t)-Q Od(t) (L-.) (4.12)

Equation 4.12 exhibits four variables, three of which, Vu, Od, and Vx , can be used to

determine the fourth, Vr, a control variable. This represents a three-dimensional space

for any ramp metering rate Vr. In this space, thousands of different combinations of the

{Vu, Od, Vx} threshold set can all result in the same metering rate, Vr, i.e., the system is

substantially over-determined. For using this- equation to determine each of the six

unknown thresholds, a systematic method is needed to reduce the large number of

threshold set combinations. To reduce the data, we could use a statistical method, e.g.,

regression or factorial design analysis (Stephanedes, et al, 1993). Based on the reduced

data, we could determine the initial threshold values for volume and occupancy on the
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freeway for an entrance ramp in two dimensions for each metering rate. Alternatively.

we could use current existing TMC volume, occupancy thresholds and red time table as

initial values.

In order to determine thresholds for volume at each exit ramp, we first calculate the

average exit volume (Veavg) with Equation 4.13 for each exit ramp during a control

period using real data obtained from the detector station.

Veavg = (Vel + Ve2 + ... + Ven) / n (4.13)

Where n is the number of exit volumes, and Ve is exit ramp volume during a time

interval. To calculate the Veavg, we could use the data of the morning or the afternoon of

one or more days. If we use only one day data of either morning or afternoon, the

demand data from that same day should be used to optimize the exit ramp volume

thresholds. Otherwise, because of the traffic variation, we may use the average value of

data from more than one day. For example, we sometimes have to consider data from

one week. The average value can be used with the demand data from any day of the

week for the optimization process. Based on the range of exit ramp volume we choose n

coefficients ci, c2, c3, ... cn with a regular interval. The ci, c2, c3, ... , cn must be

positive numbers and may range from 0.2 to 2.0. In general, the initial thresholds of exit

ramp volume are determined in accordance with the formula ci * Veavg, as demonstrated

in Equation 4.14.

Ei= (e + i*d)* Veavg, (4.14)

where Ei (i = 1,2, ... k) refers to the n initial volume thresholds of the exit ramp.

(e+d)*Veavg is the first threshold, d is a constant interval, and i is the number of

thresholds.

For example, in the Twin Cities control systemi, we use n = 6 and, according to the

coefficients that TMC used to determine the red time tables, we choose cI = 0.5, c2 = 0.7,

c3 = 0.9, ..., c6 = 1.5 (e = 0.3, d = 0.2). Therefore, the thresholds of exit ramp volume

are:
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El = 0.5*Veavg

E2 = 0.7*Vearg.

E6 = 1.5*Veav-

IV.3 Testing and Evaluation

IV.3.1 Test Site and Data Description

In this section, we will test three different new control methods, M1, M2, M3, and

evaluate their effectiveness with sets of real time data. A section of the westbound 1-494

freeway from Portland Ave. to East Bush Lake Road was selected as a test site in

consultation with Mn/DOT Traffic Management Center (TMC). The test section is

presented in Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.7 Study site on freeway 1-494 westbound in Minneapolis
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The selected 6.2-mile section of 1-494 contains 19 entrance/exit ramps and a variety of

highway geometry including merging,. diverging and weaving areas. The freeway

segment carries three lanes along most of its length. It includes two major bottlenecks.

one freeway-to-freeway interchange, one lane drop. and one lane addition. In particular.

the test section on westbound 1-494 has three lanes from the beginning, Portland Avenue.

until detector station 188, located prior to the Highway 100 north exit ramp. Following

that ramp. there is a lane drop and, at detector station 189 of Highway 100, only two lanes

remain. Following the entrance ramp from Highway 100 south, the number of lanes

increases back to three at detector station 190. The next detector station 191 is located

after the bottleneck location at East Bush Lake Road, and, at that point, Highway 100 is

again reduced to two lanes. This bottleneck often creates congestion that spreads to a

long freeway segment upstream.

Five-minute volume and occupancy measurements from loop detectors are employed as

traffic data in the test. The data are collected from 11 detector stations imbedded along

the road, 0.4-0.7 miles apart from one another. The 5-minute data are averaged across

lanes and used in the simulation program, but information about each individual lane is

also available.

The above traffic data represent a typical set collected routinely in most U.S. cities.

Certain Traffic Management Systems may provide additional information, e.g.,

measurements for speed and shorter-time measurements. Although this is certainly an

advantage in terms of potential ramp control performance, algorithms that depend on

such features cannot be implemented across all systems. The geometric distribution of

detector stations is illustrated in Figure 4.7. In the following new control methods test

and evaluation, we use real data that we got from detector stations. In particular,

upstream freeway entering volume, exit-ramp volume, and increased entrance-ramp

demand based on real data.
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Only data collected on Tuesday. Wednesday. and Thursday were used for testing. since

these three days better describe the traffic pattern of a normal weekday. Monday and

Friday are usually affected by the weekend period and tend to have light traffic. For

similar reasons. traffic data from days close to holidays were not used in this study.

IV.3.2 Initial Threshold Set

In this project, we tested the proposed control method in accordance with the data

sets, obtained from TMC of Mn/DOT, on the 1-494 freeway section. Actual 5-minute

volume and occupancy data were used in three half weekdays, i.e., the morning and

afternoon on January 19, 1993, and the afternoon on January 28, 1993. The freeway

volume threshold values and red time tables produced in a previous study (Stephanedes,

et al, 1993) were used as initial values for the optimization procedure. The initial

threshold volume at an exit ramp is calculated via equation 4.9. The occupancy thresholds

follow TMC values and are constant for all ramps in this test zone. Table 4.1 displays the

initial threshold values and red time using January 19, 1993 morning peak hour data.

Table 4.1 Initial threshold values and metering rates for all ramps

on the freeway section of 1-494 using 01/19/93 a.m. 5 minute data.

1/19/93 p.m. Red Times (1/10 sec) Vol of Freeway (veh/min/ln)

Nicollet 19 50 79 107 142 195 32 32 36 42 51 66

Lyndale 20 52 82 111 148 204 32 32 36 42 51 66

35W S-W 7 17 26 34 45 62 32 32 36 42 51 66

Penn 20 44 67 88 116 158 32 32 36 42 51 66

France N-W 18 45 71 96 128 176 32 32 36 42 51 66

France S-W 19 55 89 122 163 226 32 32 36 42 51 66

H100N-W 9 21 32 43 57 78 32 32 36 42 51 66

H100 S-W 20 60 98 135 182 252 32 32 36 42 51 66
-.-.-.-. m. -
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Table 4.1 Initial threshold values and metering rates for all ramps (continued)

1 19.93 a.m. Vol of Exit Ramps (veh.min) Occupancy of Freeway (°o)

Portland 8 11 14 17 20 23 17 17 17 18 23 40

Nicollet 8 11 14 17 20 23 17 17 17 18 23 40

Lyndale 1 2 2 3 4 17 17 17 18 23 40

35W S-W 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 17 17 18 23 40

Penn 8 11 14 17 20 23 17 17 17 18 23 40

France N-W 8 11 14 17 20 23 17 17 17 18 23 40

France S-W 8 11 14 17 20 23 17 17 17 18 23 40

H100 N-W 3 4 5 7 8 9 17 17 17 18 23 40

H100 S-W 12 1.7 21 26 31 36 17 17 17 18 23 40

IV.3.3 Optimization of Control Parameters

The calculation of volume/occupancy thresholds on the freeway was derived in a

previous study (Stephanedes, et al, 1993), which was mainly based on the TMC control

structure. The application of these thresholds may result in a restrictive control. In

addition, the method for calculating exit volume thresholds (see Chapter VI) makes these

values valid only as initial estimates of the thresholds. Accordingly, it is necessary to

modify the optimization procedure used in (Stephanedes et al, 1993), to include our new

control strategy so that it minimizes a traffic performance index and derives the

corresponding thresholds. The Table 4.2 gives the optimized threshold values and

metering rates for a specific condition.
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Table 4.2 Optimized threshold values and metering rates for all ramps on the freeway

section of 1-494 using data on 01/19/93 p.m.

1/19/93 p.m. Red Times (1/10 sec) Volume of Freeway (vehimin)

Portland 13 23 32 42 59 80 31 31 35 39 46 57

Nicollet 15 31 42 57 80 110 31 31 35 39 46 57

Lyndale 14 22 26 34 45 59 31 31 35 39 46 57

35W S-W 7 16 21 28 40 55 31 31 35 39 46 57

Penn 15 32 42 57 80 111 31 31 35 39 46 57

France N-W 15 39 55 75 109 152 31 31 35 39 46 57

France S-W 10 28 40 55 80 113 31 31 35 39 46 57

Hy 100 N-W 7 20 28 38 57 80 31 31 35 39 46 57

Hy100 S-W 14 28 37 50 70 97 31 31 35 39 46 57

1/19/93 p.m. Volume of Exit Ramps (veh/min) Occupancy of Freeway (%)

Portland 14 19 25 30 36 41 17 17 17 18 23 40

Nicollet 13 19 24 29 35 40 17 17 17 18 23 40

Lyndale 3 4 5 6 7 8 17 17 17 18 23 40

35W S-W 6 8 11 13 15 17 17 17 17 18 23 40

Penn 12 17 21 26 31 36 17 17 17 18 23 40

France N-W 10 15 19 23 27 31 17 17 17 18 23 40

France S-W 10 15 19 23 27 31 17 17 17 18 23 40

H100 N-W 4 5 7 8 9 11 17 17 17 18 23 40

H100 S-W 14 19 24 30 35 41 17 17 17 18 23 40
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IV.3.4 Description of Results

A total of four scenarios are tested. Scenarios one. two and three involve the new control

methods one, two and three. respectively. Scenario four uses the ramp diversion model

with the revised control method three. The results from these methods are presented in

detail in the following subsections.

IV.3.4.1 Test Results of New Control Method M1

Table 4.4 exhibits a comparison of the traffic performance resulting from the new control

method one (Ml) without optimization, the performance from the new control method

one with optimization (Ml 0 ), the performance from the existing TMC thresholds, and the

performance from the OPT (optimized TMC thresholds (Vairamidis, 1993)). All of the

performance parameters were computed with the same demand pattern.

It can be noted that Ml displays better performance results than those of TMC even

before it is optimized. This does demonstrate that the new control method, which takes

exit ramp volume into account as a additional control input, can contribute an

improvement over the TMC control system. In the meantime, we note that MI may not

function as well as OPT, the optimized TMC. It follows that a process of optimization is

necessary for any proposed method. Confirming this, the performance results under

Ml 0 , i.e., Ml after being optimized, indicate that, amongst the control systems discussed,

Ml 0 performs the best.

In particular, the optimized new control method one allows more vehicles to enter the

freeway; as a result, the total travel time, including waiting time, can be substantially

reduced since the ramp waiting time is reduced. The total travel time on ramps thus

decreases 30-55%, and increases only 2-9.7% on the freeway. Because the total travel

time on ramps is a substantial part of total travel time, the total travel time of the whole
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system is also reduced by 22% for the peak morning period, and by 50% for the peak

afternoon period.

In order to verify the validity of the proposed control methods, the optimized thresholds

and red time tables are tested with real data from a specific date. The real data on January

19 a.m., 1993 were randomly selected, and used as input to the optimization process. The

results of the optimization of the control method Ml, i.e., volume and occupancy

thresholds and red time tables (shown in Table 4.1), were subsequently applied to the real

data at the same test section (1-494 westbound) on January 21 a.m. and January 26 a.m..

Table 4.5 displays the comparative results of the simulated traffic performance from the

new control method one (Ml) with optimization, the performance from the existing

TMC thresholds, and the performance from the OPT (optimized TMC thresholds

(Stephanedes et al, 1993), and red time tables were obtained by using nine days data from

Jan. 19 to Jan. 21, from Jan. 26 to Jan. 28, and from Feb. 2 to Feb. 4). Following the same

procedure, the optimized control thresholds and red time table developed with the real

data on January 28 p.m. 1993 (Table 4.3), were also applied to the real data on January

21 p.m. and January 26 p.m.. Comparative test results are shown on Table 4.7

By comparing Table 4.5 with Table 4.4, we obtain similar simulation results, which

justify our conclusion that the new control method MI is less restrictive than TMC

control method. Comparing to the TMC method, Ml allows more vehicles merging into

the freeway, and, consequently, reduces the ramp waiting time, hence the total travel

time. In the meantime, Ml does not generate freeway congestion nor does it decrease the

average speed on the freeway. In particular, the application of the control parameters,

optimized with 1/19/93 a.m. data, to the real data on 1/26/93 a.m. (Table 4.5) discloses

that, compared to TMC, the new control method Ml permits 3.0% more vehicles to enter

the freeway section, and therefore, reduces the total ramp waiting time by 35% at the

expense of slightly increasing the total travel time on the freeway and ramps by 1.1%.

Meanwhile, no congestion has been created under the new control method; as a result, the

average speed on the freeway section was approximately maintained (reduced by only
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0.1%). Moreover, the volume variation suggests that the traffic fluctuation of the freeway

has also been reduced by 3.00°. Finally. and most importantly,. the new control method

Ml has ultimately achieved the goal of traffic control. namely, reducing the total travel

time (18%).

IV.3.4.2 Test Results of All Proposed Control Methods

Table 4.7 summarizes the results from of all three proposed control methods, TMC

control method and OPT (optimal TMC control thresholds [Stephanedes et al, 1993]).

Ml, M2 and M3 all seem to result in better traffic performance than TMC does, even

before they are optimized. In particular, considering M1 and M2, the two proposed

methods that include exit ramp volume as an additional control input, M2 leads to control

that is less restrictive than that of Ml in that, for instance, it allows more vehicles, from

1.6% to 3.5%, to enter the freeway. Furthermore, M3 is distinct in that it takes two more

additional control inputs into account, exit ramp volume and entrance ramp queue length.

In this table, we can see that M3, also not optimized, functions approximately as well as

the optimized TMC control, OPT. For example, compared to TMC, both OPT and M3

may discharge more cars into the freeway; the improvement using OPT is 14.2%, and

using M3, it is 12.8%.

While the non optimal Ml, M2 and M3 are better than TMC and close to OPT, the

optimized Ml, M2 and M3 (Scenarios 1, 2 and 3) are superior to TMC and OPT in

almost all relevant respects. For instance, the new control methods (one, two, and three)

permit considerably more vehicles (15% - 20%) merging into freeways than the TMC

control method and, therefore, significantly reduce the total ramp waiting time by 35% -

48%, compared to the TMC control method. At the same time, the average speed on the

freeway has not been substantially reduced (-1,5%- -4.7%). In addition, using control

methods one, two, and three the traffic flow on the freeway is smoothed, as the volume

variation reduction (-23% to -52%) indicates, compared to the TMC control method. As a

consequence, the percentage improvement, in additional vehicles that are allowed to join

the mainline traffic on the freeway (15% - 20%), is at least five times higher than the
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percentage reduction in freeway average speed (1.5%-4.7%). The above improvements

ultimately result in a considerable decrease of the total travel time (31%- 4 2%) of the

entire system. compared to the TMC control method.

Of the three scenarios, which are the optimized forms of the new control methods (Ml,

M2 and M3), Scenario 2 (optimized M2) leads to better traffic performance than Scenario

1 (optimized Ml) does. Compared to Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, Scenario 3 (optimized

M3) allows more vehicles to enter the freeway (20%), and results in a tradeoff of

reducing the average speed (4.7%) and increasing the total travel time on the freeway and

ramps (14.4%). In Figure 7.16, by comparing control method M3 with TMC, we can see

that total travel time (without waiting time)/total entering volume is slightly worse. It is

increased from 0.0362 hour/vehicle to 0.0373 hour/vehicle. The speed is decreased from

54.79 mile/hour to 52.23 mile/hour. This is caused by a compromise, especially designed

in Scenario 3 to reduce the intolerable entrance-ramp queue.

The new methods developed in the previous chapter were tested in the Twin Cities 1-494

freeway section to determine the optimal thresholds minimizing total travel time for the

test section under normal weather conditions. The test site is located at freeway 1-494

westbound from Portland Ave. to East Bush Lake Road. The simulation results from

testing the new control methods are compared against their corresponding counterparts

resulting from the currently used the TMC control system. The comparison indicates that

each of the three new methods leads to less restrictive, more sensitive and more traffic-

responsive control. The traffic performance under the new control methods is superior to

that under the TMC control system. Of the three methods, the optimized method three

exhibits the desired consequences of a control system. Compared to the TMC control

method, the optimized method three allows more (20%) (Table 4.7) vehicles to enter the

freeway and, at the same time, reduces the total travel time (43%) and volume variation

(52%) in the whole network.
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Table 4.3 Optimized threshold values and metering rates for all ramps on the freeway

section of 1-494 using data on 01 28.93 p.m.

1 28 93 p.m. Red Times (1.10 sec) Volume of Freeway (vehimin)

Portland 14 27 35 46 65 89 34 34 38 43 50 63

Nicollet 16 34 46 62 89 122 34 3 38 43 50 63

Lyndale 15 24 29 37 49 65 34 34 38 43 50 63

35W S-W 8 18 23 31 44 60 34 34 38 43 50 63

Penn 16 35 46 62 89 123 34 34 38 43 50 63

France N-W 15 41 59 81 119 166 34 34 38 43 50 63

France S-W 11 31 44 60 89 125 34 34 38 43 50 63

H100 N-W 8 22 31 42 62 89 34 34 38 43 50 63

HI00 S-W 15 31 41 55 77 107 34 34 38 43 50 63

1/28/93 p.m. Volume of Exit Ramps (veh/min) Occupancy of Freeway (%)

Portland 16 23 30 36 43 49 17 17 17 18 23 40

Nicollet 16 22 29 35 42 48 17 17 17 18 23 40

Lyndale 3 4 5 6 7 8 17 17 17 18 23 40

35W S-W 5 7 9 11 13 16 17 17 17 18 23 40

Penn 13 18 23 28 33 38 17 17 17 18 23 40

France N-W 12 17 21 26 31 36 17 17 17 18 23 40

France S-W 12 17 21 26 31 36 17 17 17 18 23 40

HI00 N-W 4 6 7 9 10 12 17 17 17 18 23 40

H100 S-W 15 22 28 34 41 47 17 17 17 18 23 40
ff.....
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Table 4.4 Comparison of simulated traffic performance in 1-494 freeway test section.

Optimized 1/19/93 a.m. thresholds and applied to 1/19/93 a.m. data

Traffic Total* Total Total Freeway Ramp Total Volume

Performance travel ramp travel average entering entering variation

Index time(sys) waiting time** speed volume volume (freeway)

1/19/93 a.m. v-h time netwk (mi/hr) (veh) (veh) %

TMC 776 1167 1943 56.9 12480 22171 18.0%

OPT 789 817 1606 56.73 13038 22729 17.6%

MI*** 784 944 1729 56.82 12843 22535 17.6%

Mo **** 792 707 1499 56.67 13182 22874 17.6%

opt-tmc/tmc 1.7% -30.0% -17.3% -0.3% 4.5% 2.5% -2.2%

M1-tmc/tmc 1.0% -19.1% -11.0% -0.14% 2.9% 1.6% -2.2%

M1 0-tmc/tmc 2.1% -39.4% -22.8% -0.4% 5.6% 3.2% -2.2%

Optimized 1/19/93 p.m. thresholds and applied to 1/19/93 p.m. data

Traffic Total Total Total Freeway Ramp Total Volume

Performance travel ramp travel average entering entering variation

Index time(sys) waiting time speed volume volume (freeway)

1/19/93 p.m. v-h time netwk (mi/hr) (veh) (veh) %

TMC 1152 11295 12447 55.13 17527 32098 7.9%

OPT 1248 5437 6685 54.5 20898 35468 5.0%

Ml 1158 10804 11962 55.12 17785 32356 7.47%

Mlo 1264 5060 6324 54.36 21239 35810 5.1%

opt-tmc/tme 8.3% -51.9% -46.3% -J.1% 19.2% 10.5% -36.7%

M1-tmc/tmc 5.2% -4.3% -3.8% -0.18% 1.5% 0.8% -5.4%

Ml1-tmc/tmc 9.7% -55.2% -49.2% -1.4% 21.2% 11.6% -35.4%
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Table 4.6 Comparison of simulated traffic performance in 1-494 freeway test section with

the optimized control parameters of 1 28:93 p.m. applied to the data on

1/21 93 p.m. and 1/26/93 p.m.

Date: 01/21 93 p.m.

Traffic Total* Total Total Freeway Ramp Total Volume

Performance travel ramp travel average entering entering variation

Index time(sys) waiting time** speed volume volume (freeway)

1/21/93 p.m. v-h time netwk (mi/hr) (veh) (veh) %

TMC 1137 6339 7476 56.5 18405 32331 5.7%

OPT 1170 3490 4660 56 19842 33768 5.28%

Method 1 1173 3474 4647 56 19933 33859 5.27%

opt-tmc/tmc 2.9% -44% -37% -0.8% 7.8% 4.4% -7.3%

Ml-tmc/tmc 3.1% -45% -38% -0.8% 8.3% 4.7% -7.5%

Date: 01/26/93 p.m.

Traffic Total Total Total Freeway Ramp Total Volume

Performance travel ramp travel average entering entering variation

Index time(sys) waiting time speed volume volume (freeway)

1/26/93 p.m. v-h time netwk (mi/hr) (veh) (veh) %

TMC 1074 8343 9417 56.1 18016 31915 5.6%

OPT 1144 3582 4726 55.7 20699 34598 3.9%

Method 1 1150 3446 4596 55.6 20865 34764 3.9%

opt-tmc/tmc 6.5% -57% -49% -0.7% 14% 8.4% -48%

M1-tmc/tmc 7.1% -59% -51% -0.9% 16% 9.0% -48%
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Table 4.7 Comparison of simulated traffic performance in 1-494 with the optimized

control parameters of 1/19,93 p.m. of all control strategies applied to the data

on 1 19/93 p.m. (Geo2)

Traffic Total* Total Total** Freeway Ramp Total Volume
Performance travel ramp travel average entering entering variation
Index time(sys) waiting time speed volume volume (freeway)
1/19/93 p.m. v-h time netwk (mi/hr) (veh) (veh) %
TMC 1131 11952 13083 54.79 16729 31300 9.1%
OPT 1212 7856 9068 54.00 19102 33672 7.3%
MI 1137 11456 12593 54.78 16994 31564 8.67%
Scenario 1 1216 7702 8918 53.95 19239 33810 7.0%
M2 1145 10903 12048 54.76 17318 31889 8.06%
Scenario 2 1223 7259 8482 53.67 19531 34102 5.7%
M3 1201 8518 9719 54.18 18865 33436 4.91%
Scenario 3 1294 6186 7480 52.23 20116 34687 4.35%
Scenario 4 1045 418 1463 54.76 14028 28596 6.37%
Comp 0 7.2% -34.3% -30.7% -1.4% 14.2% 7.6% -19.8%
Comp la 0.53% -4.1% -3.7% -0.02% 1.6% 0.84% -4.7%
Comp lb 7.5% -35.6% -31.8% -1.5% 15% 8.0% -23.6%
Comp 2a 1.2% -8.8% -7.9% -0.05% 3.5% 1.9% -11.4%
Comp 2b 8.1% -39.3% -35.2% -2.0% 16.7% 9.0% -37.4%
Comp 3a 6.2% -28.7% -25.7% -1.1% 12.8% 6.8% -46.0%
Comp 3b 14.4% -48.2% -42.8% -4.7% 20.2% 10.8% -52.2%
1: Comp 0 = (OPT - TMC)/TMC
2: Comp la = (MI - TMC)/TMC
3: Comp Ib = (Scenario 1 - TMC)/TMC
4: Comp 2a = (M2 - TMC)/TMC
5: Comp 2b = (Scenario 2 - TMC)/TMC
6: Comp 3a = (M3 - TMC)/TMC
7: Comp 3b = (Scenario 3 - TMC)/TMC
Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are optimized Ml, M2 and M3.
* Total travel time (system) refers to total travel time, not including waiting time.
** Total travel time (network) is total travel time including waiting time outside the
system, i.e., freeway and ramps.
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IV.4 Summary

The new method proposed in this chapter differs from others in that it contains' in

addition to freeway upstream volume and downstream occupancy,. the exit ramp volume

as an additional control input. We have developed two methods. First. we have developed

a general model that can be used in on-line metering rate calculation systems. The second

model can be used in on-line automatic rate-selection systems. In particular, by taking

exit ramp volume into account, we can modify the metering rate predetermined by the

existing control systems, which only consider the traffic condition on the freeway, and

consequently allow more vehicles to enter the freeway. The proposed control method will

lead to more traffic responsive ramp metering rates. The simulation results from testing

the new control methods are compared against their corresponding counterparts resulting

from the currently used TMC control system. Compared to the TMC control method, the

optimized method allows more (20%) vehicles to enter the freeway and, at the same

time , reduces the total travel time (43%) and volume variation (52%) in the whole

network.
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V. Real-time Bottleneck Determination and Dynamic Zone Metering

V.1 Introduction

The zone based ramp metering has been used by Mn/DOT to prevent the flow on freeway

from exceeding the capacity at critical bottlenecks and improve freeway traffic flow.

Currently, bottlenecks are pre-determined primarily based on freeway geometry, among

other factors. A typical zone is the section in the length of several miles upstream of a

bottleneck and may include up to 10 ramps. Along the section, the demand to capacity

ratio at the bottleneck is higher then any other location. The method known as Minnesota

Algorithm proved to be effective to reduce or prevent congestion at bottlenecks.

However, incident, congestion, and/or shock wave on freeway may cause new

bottlenecks. In these cases, volume and occupancy thresholds should change accordingly

based on the theory used in the Minnesota Algorithm. This led to the concept of dynamic

zone metering: first, real-time bottlenecks are determined by comparing throughput as

each detect station; secondly, dynamic zones are determined by separating the controlled

freeway system to a few zones with reasonable size, then thirdly, the Minnesota

Algorithm is applied to each zone to calculate volume/occupancy threshold and meter

ramp.

V.2 Bottleneck and Dynamic Zone Determination

The fundamental relationship among throughput, volume, and occupancy is shown in Fig.

5.1 for both uninterrupted and interrupted traffic flow. The exact calibration of such

relationship depends upon prevailing conditions, which vary widely from location to

location and even over time at the same location.
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Figure 5.1 Fundamental Relationship

The peak value of the occupancy and volume curves is the maximum possible rate of

throughput, or capacity, which is unstable condition. As capacity is approached, there are

fewer and fewer usable gaps in the traffic stream. At capacity, there is none, and any

disruption or perturbation in the traffic flow sets off a chain reaction that cannot be

effectively damped or dissipated. At this point the unstable throughput exists.

This algorithm constantly monitors the throughput at each detect station on the freeway.

If the throughput at any station is less than the normal value, the system status is checked

first. If the system is in the stable region, it is normal. Otherwise, there is some kind of

congestion on the freeway. Second, if the reduction of the throughput exceeds a

predefined value, this station will be defined as a potential bottleneck. Real bottlenecks

will be determined together with dynamic zone with the following conditions:

1), the bottleneck detect station has the minimum throughput in a zone;

2), each dynamic zone has reasonable length and apparently the bottleneck is its end

point.

V.3 Dynamic Thresholds Calculation

The bottleneck and dynamic zone determination method is applied to a simulated freeway

system, which consists of 2 freeways (I-35w and 1-494) including 16 entrance ramps, 14
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exit ramps, 2 weave areas, 2 weave entrance ramps, 2 weave exit ramps, and 49 detector

stations.

After dynamic zones are determined, the new thresholds will be calculated for each zone

to prevent the traffic flow on freeway from exceeding the capacity at the new bottlenecks.

The Minnesota Algorithm for fixed zone is used in the dynamic zone. The Algorithm is

described as the following (most of it is from a reference provided by TMC traffic

engineers):

The dynamic zone volume control equation can be expressed in hourly flow rates, or in 5

minute flow rates:

A+U+M+F =X+B (5.1)

A = Upstream mainline volume (measured variable),

U = Unmetered entrance ramps volume (measured variable),

M = Metered local access ramps volume (controlled variable),

F = Metered freeway to freeway ramps volume (controlled variable),

X = Exit ramps volume (measured variable)

B = Downstream bottleneck capacity volume (dynamically determined)

The controlled variables (M and F) are expressed as the products of variable multipliers

(R and P) and the target volumes (Mt and Ft):

M= R(Mt)

F = P(Ft)

(A + U -X) + R(Mt) + P(Ft) =B (5.2)

To make the equation (5.2) balanced, (M + F) have to be adjusted according to the

change of the measured variables (A+ U - X). A set of multipliers are typically assigned

as in the following table:
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Table 5.1 Multiplier vs. Metering Rate.

Metering Rate 1 2 3 4 5 6

R 1.5 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.5

P 1.25 1.15 1.05 0.95 0.85 0.75

Applying the above 6 sets of R and P to the equation (5.2), we can get 6 values of

(A + U - X). The averages of each two consecutive values are 5 volume thresholds.

The occupancy thresholds keep the same as the values determined by traffic engineer

based primarily on experience.

When congestion or accident occurs on the freeway, new volume thresholds can be

calculated online for each new dynamic zone as described above. If the freeway traffic in

the "normal condition", i.e., the dynamically determined zones and their corresponding

bottleneck capacities are the same as the pre-determined ones, the system restore the

original thresholds.

V.4 Summary

In this Chapter we proposed and briefly described the dynamic zone determination

algorithm, which include dynamic bottleneck determination and volume threshold on-line

calculation.

For the purpose of comparing with other control/prediction algorithms, the test results of

dynamic zone metering algorithm will be presented in Chapter VII: Development and

Testing of New Ramp Metering Strategies.
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VI. Development of a New Traffic Predictive Model Based on Kalman

Filtering Theory

VI.1 Introduction

The on -line predictor based on the Kalman Filtering theory has been developed to

predict the freeway traffic condition, i.e. volume and occupancy of each detector station

the freeway in the next 30 second period, using the last 30 second detector measurements.

Considering non-stationary nature of the traffic flow on the freeway, a non-stationary

model, known as random walk process, is used. The volume and occupancy at a detector

station are modeled as a linear combination of its measurement in previous 30 second

period and the last 30 second measurements of one upstream detector station, one down

stream station, adjacent upstream ramp (if any) entrance volume, upstream/down stream

exit volume. The system parameters are updated based on the current prediction error.

This algorithm is implemented in C++ and is integrated into the control module. The new

algorithm is tested using field demand data and compared with the TMC existing

prediction algorithm.

VI.2 Freeway Traffic Demand Prediction Model

Traffic flow is subject to considerable uncertainty due to the non-stationary nature of the

process. An appropriate method of analyzing such process is to use a non-stationary

model. The non-stationary model provides greater flexibility than the commonly used

stationary model. It is used to successfully model the freeway traffic system, which has a

high variation rate. We will describe the algorithm and its application in following

sections.

VI.2.1 General Filter Methodology
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In this research, an Extended Kalman Filter is used. It is based on the theory developed

by Kalman, and originally intended for the state or system parameter identification of a

non-linear dynamic system. The parameters of a physical system could be estimated or

identified by the optimal unbiased estimation of the behavioral state on time by using the

most recent prediction error. A general description of Kalman Filter theory is presented

as below

Discrete Kalman Filter:

Consider a dynamic linear system given by

Xk+1 =Fkxk +Gk Wk (6.1.1)

z, =Hkx k +Vk (6.1.2)

with the following notation and assumption

xk/k = state estimate at k given zk, n*1,

Zk = measuremen t at k, m * 1,

Fk = state transitio n matrix, n * n,

H k = measuremen t matrix, m *n,

G k = system noise coefficient matrix, n * r,

w k = system noise, assume to be a zero mean white Gaussian sequence

w ith the covariance

E[VkV] =rk (6.2)
E[wkvJ] = o0, Vk, j.

Given the dynamic system described as equation (6.1) above, the discrete Kalman Filter

determines the minimum variance estimate of the state,

Sk/k, given the measuremen t z k, through the following steps:

Step 1, Compare the predicted estimate
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A A

Xk+I/k = FkE[x, [ ZI] F, Xk/k (6.3.1)
A

k+/k = Hk+E[xk+l I k] = Hk+l Xk/k (6.3.2)

Define xk+/k = k+ - /k = Fkxk + Gkwk - Fk k/k

k+1/k = E[ Xk+1/k Xk+/k ] = FkPkIkFk + GkqkGk (6.4)

Step 2, Formulate the recursive filter estimate

A A A

Xk+\lk+1 = Xk+l/k + Kk+l[zk+l - Hk+l Xk+l/k] (6.5)

where Zk+l/k = Zk+1 -[Hk+1 Xk4,k]

K k+ -= Pz - 1

P. = E [Xk+1k Z +lk ] (6.6)

P = E [k+llk Z k+1/k

Step 3, Compute Kalman Gain

K ,k+ = P Pz-

z k+1k = k+ - E[zk+ /(6.7)

Ps= k+l k+1/k H k+1 + k+

= Pk+,IkK k T

Therefor

Kk+1 = k+1I Hl/ + [ •k+l k+l/kH k+l + rk+1]

Step 4, Update the error covariance matrix
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Pk+l/k+1 = E[Xk+/lk+i Xk+l/k+1 T

Xk+llk+l = Xk+ -Xk+llk+l

= [I- Kk+lHk+l ]Xk+/k - Kk+lvk+l

Pk+1/k+l = [I - Kk+lHk+l P-k+llk

The resulting filter procedure can be summarized as following:

A
Initialize xo/o = m,(0),

,o- = P (0),

A A

fk(xk) Mfk(Xk/k)+Ak(Xk -Xk/k-1)

A A

g,(x,) . g (xk /)+Ck(xk -Xk •k-i)

where Ak = 8f /1& IjA
«•Zk/lk

Ck =(f/SxI.
x"hita-l

Now applying the Kalman Filtering theory to the linearized system, the minimum
A

variance estimate of the state, xk / k. can be determined by the following recusive algorithm:
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Set the initial values,

Plo =Var(xo )

xo = E[xo]

For k = 1,2, 3......
A

Assuming knowledge of Xk 1k and neglecting higher order terms, the linear
A A

Taylor approximation of fkat Xk ik and that of g9 at Xk / k are as below:

Pk/k-1 = Ak-lPk-I/k-IAk-l +Hk-lqk-lHk-

A A

Xk/,k-\ = fk-, (xk-1)

Gk = Pklk-GkT[CkPk/k-lCk +rk (6.8)

Pk / k=[I -GkC, ]Pk.k-•

A A A

xk/k =Xkl/k-+Gk kv -9k(Xk/k-i

VI.2.2 Traffic Demand Estimation Method in Freeway System

The above Extended Kalman Filter algorithm is used to model the freeway system. The

volume and occupancy values on detector stations are used as the system states. We

apply the Extended Kalman Filter Method on the system state equation (6.8) to identify

the model parameters based on the last 30-second and current measurements. The

identified parameters are applied to our prediction equations to calculate the next 30-

second prediction value of volume and occupancy. Using the prediction model (6.9) as

observation equations, the Extended Kalman Filter consecutively updates the model

parameters by recursively determining the minimum variance estimates of the prediction
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parameters. The system state equations and prediction equations and the prediction model

can be listed as below:

(1) System state equation:

-- -4

9 k+I =10k+Wk

-4

where, the 9 k represents the system state vector ( [09 1k 0 2,k ,9 *9 k ]),

m is the number of the detector station, k the time interval, and

wk represents the zero mean Gaussian w hite noise sequence.

(2) System Prediction Equation:

Occj = OOcc, + 02Volj , + 030ccj+ + 04UpEntryVol, + 0,DnExitVolb

Volj = fiOccj-1 + fl 2 Vol- + fl3Occj + fl4UpEntryVol + /siDnExitVolb

where Occ, = occupancy at detector station j,

Occ .1 = occupancy at detector station j-1,

Voli = volume at detector station j = occupancy at detector stattion j,

Vol,., = volume at detector stattion j -1,

(6.9)
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9, = model parameter for occupancy prediction equation,

p, = model parameter for volume prediction equation,

UpEntryVolj = upstream ramp entry volume of detector station j, and

DnExitVolj = downstream ramp exit volume of detector station j

VI.2.3 On-line Traffic Demand Prediction Model

We apply the extended Kalman algorithm to the above equations and use the recursive

process to find the optimal prediction value based on the previous 30-second

measurements and the current measurements. The derived prediction equations as follow:

4+ = j + 'Wk

OccJ, = OikOccJI + 19Volj- + 03,kOccJ+k + 4 AUpEntryVol.j + 0,5 DnExitVolbj

(6.10)

Vol j.= flkOcclk + Pl2.Volj, + fl3 OccI,k + f4,UpEntryVol , + skDnExitVol,

The On-Line Adaptive Prediction Procedure

1) Initialize (k=0) with any prior knowledge of model parameters

O0kk =00

where .k/k = E[( k - )( - k/k

2) Letk = k+l

3) Update the parameters
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A+/k kOk+l/k = Ok/k

A

4) Predict Occ j^k, Vol j.k using the prediction models (1) with the parameter k+I/k

5) Measure actual measuremen t Occ j k, Vol j.k, from it to get the prediction error error k

Here the prediction error is definde as foolow

error k = measured value - predicted value

6) Update the 0k+k based on the following recursive procedure

k+l/k :k + k

Kk+l = k+1/k Sk+l [Sk+ k+l/kSk+I/k + Sk

VI3 Testing and Evaluation

VI.3.1 Testing Site and Data Description

The derived algorithm was tested using the field data collected from the freeway system:

1-494 WB between PORTLAND AVE. and FRANCE AVE, including 8 entrance ramp

and 6 exit ramp, and I-35W NB between 106th St. S and 66th St. S, including 8 entrance

ramp and 8 exits. The detailed information about the geometry is presented in Figure 2.6

on page 25 this report. Five-minute data in four hours period from 5:30 to 9:30 were

described in detail on page 24 of this report.

VI.3.2 Model Testing and Results Analysis
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The predictor has been integrated into our existing simulation software package. As used

in the field when collecting data, TMC ramp metering method is used in this test. The

input of the predictor is the data generated by the simulator. The output of the predictor is

used as input of the TMC control method, which generates ramp-metering rate. The flow-

chart is shown in Figure 6.1 below.

Figure 6.1 Predictor testing system

Test Procedure:

The developed Kalman filter model was evaluated through off-line testing. We found that

the Kalman Filter can track the input data and give accurate prediction values. Three sets

of field data are used for this test.
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Figure 6.2 Freeway Demand

The Figure 6.2 is the freeway demand. The x-axis is the time (on 5 minute scale) and the

y-axis is the volume (Veh./hr). The following results shown in Figure 6.3 indicate that the

Kalman Filter predictor works properly. It can correctly track the input demand.

30 second Volume Prediction Value Via Simulation
Value

40 I I

Time(30 second)

Figure 6.3 30 Second Volume Prediction

The prediction step length is 30 second. The 30 second simulation volume and prediction

volume are shown above in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.4 30 Second Occupancy Prediction

The graph 6.4 is 30 second occupancy prediction and simulation results. The time span is

about 35 minutes.

Table 6.1 Test Result Comparision
.________TMC KALMAN CHANGE %

Network Total
Travel Time 7191.48 6835.40 -4.5

(Veh-hr)
Network Total

Travel 164892.67 162838.41 -1.3
(Veh-mi)
Network

Average Speed 29.01 28.75 -0.8
(Mph)

AvNetwork 1626.21 1608.09 -1.2Average Flow
(Veh/hr)

The testing results in Table 6.1 above indicate that using the Kalman Filter method

reduce the network total travel time 4.5 %, and does not generate significant effects to

other performance index. This algorithm uses a linear model, which only can work on

incident free condition. If there are incidents on the freeway, the model can not be

effectively used to predict the traffic condition.
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VI4 Summary

The prediction model used in this research assumes that the upstream, downstream, and

ramp volume and occupancy has a linear relationship. The experiment results indicate

that this assumption is reasonable under normal condition. This linear model guarantees

the system to be stable. Another advantage is that this model introduces a relatively small

prediction delay. The accuracy of the model is dependent on the model structure and

parameter determination. As a further improvement of the model, determination of the

volume and occupancy statistics may result in better accuracy. The results of freeway

traffic Kalman prediction model are promising. The future study should focus on

improving the estimation of the system parameters and model optimization.
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VII. Development and Testing of a New Ramp Metering Strategy

VII.1 Introduction

The heuristic simulated annealing algorithm proposed in chapter III was modified and

re-implemented in PC environment and integrated into the Control Module. It is used to

optimize ramp metering thresholds and maximize traffic throughput in a freeway system

with several control strategies. In particular, TMC with exit volume taking into

consideration, TMC with the Kalman predictor of occupancy and volume have been

tested. The optimized thresholds were used to the new dynamic zone control strategy

too. In this chapter, we will first present the modified heuristic optimization process, then

apply it to test cases and compare the results.

Objective Function we used is.

Fobj = (freeway total travel time)/(maximize total travel) (7.1)

Our objective is to minimize Fob.

VII.2 Configuration

Starting with the thresholds, noted as T, used in Minnesota Algorithm, thresholds are

modified after each completed simulation based on the Fobj. Because of the PC's

computational speed limit, only limited number of times the completed simulation can be

finished for each test, here noted as n, in the range from 40 to 100. The process is shown

in the following Figure 7.1

A configuration is a permutation of the thresholds

Ti = T + AT;

T2 = Ti + AT;
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= T n- + AT;

Controller

Simulation
Performance

Output

New Thresholds

Initialization

Annealing Algorithm

Figure 7.1 The Heuristic Simulated Annealing Algorithm

The essence of the process is the same initial condition for the Ramp Metering System.

Initialization function is used to initiate all of variable and to renew demand for

simulation performance. After each simulation, it outputs 30 seconds interval data of

occupancy and volume from all of detectors.

We define three counters: cl, c2, and c3, and two constants a and b(between 0 to 1), then

1) if x ( normalized volume or occupancy) < a, add 1 to cl;

2) if b<x <a, add 1 to c2;

3)if x>b, add I toc3.

For demonstration purpose, it is shown in Figure 7.2
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Figure 7.2 Normalized Volume and Occupancy

Detectors

Depending on relationship between detectors and ramps, using cl, c2, and c3, we

calculate volume and occupancy threshold variable AT. If one detector station's

corresponding cl, or c2, or c3 to exceed half of total number of 30 second period,

occupancy or volume thresholds of this detector station's related ramps AT -1,0, or +1,

respectively.

480

Thresholds AT(-1,0,+1)

- I A

! I

I.r·
F.

15 ramps

VII3 Application and Testing Result Comparison

The test site used here is the same as described on page 25 in Figure 2.6
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Actual volume and occupancy data used here and provided by Mn/TMC are collected in

the morning on March 22, 1994 and the afternoon March 16, 1994. The threshold values

and red time tables produced in a previous study were used as initial values for the

optimization procedure. The initial threshold volume at an exit ramp is calculated via

equation..

The initial parameters used and test results are provided in the following tables.

Table 7.1 Initial threshold values and metering rates for all ramps

On the test site using 03/22/1994 data

3/22/1994 Red Times ( 1/10 sec) Vol of Freeway(vel/min/In)

Portland 20 91 111 140 186 220 23 26 30 34 37 41

Nicollet 20 118 144 180 220 220 23 26 30 34 37 41

Lyndale 20 91 111 140 186 220 23 26 30 34 37 41

From 35W SW 11 16 22 32 46 73 31 33 36 38 41 43

Penn 20 72 89 113 151 220 31 33 36 38 41 43

France N-W 20 72 89 113 151 220 31 33 36 38 41 43

France S-W 20 72 89 113 151 220 31 33 36 38 41 43

106th St. 20 72 89 113 151 220 27 31 34 38 41 45

98th St. 20 35 45 60 83 124 27 31 34 38 41 45

94th St. 20 72 89 113 151 220 27 31 34 38 41 45

92th St. 20 72 89 113 151 220 27 31 34 38 41 45

82th St. 20 72 89 113 151 220 27 31 34 38 41 45

From 494EB 20 37 42 49 57 67 27 31 34 38 41 45

From 494WB 20 56 68 76 86 100 22 24 26 27 29 31

76th St.- 20 72 89 125 151 220 22 24 26 27 29 31
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Table 7.2 Initial threshold values and metering rates for all ramps

On the test site using 03/16/1994 data

3/22/1994 Detectors for control Occupancy of Freeway(%)

Portland 1 1 2 3 4 5 15 16 17 18 23 40

Nicollet 1 2 3 4 5 6 15 16 17 18 23 40

Lyndale 1 3 4 5 6 7 15 16 17 18 23 40

From 35W SW 4 5 6 7 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

Penn 4 6 7 8 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

FranceN-W 4 8 8 8 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

France S-W 4 8 8 8 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

106th St. 10 10 11 12 13 14 18 18 18 20 25 .40

98th St 10 12 13 14 15 16 18 18 18 20 25 40

94th St. 10 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 18. 20 25 40

92th St. 10 14 15 16 17 18 18 18 18 20 25 40

82th St. 10 16 17 18 19 20 18 18 18 20 25 40

From 494EB 10 17 18 19 20 21 18 18 18 20 25 40

From494WB 17 17 18 19 20 21 18 18 18 20 25 40

76th St 17 18 19 20 21 21 18 18 18 20 25 40
......
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Table 7.3 Optimized threshold values and metering rates for all ramps

On the test site using 03/22/1994 data

3/22/1994 Volume of Freeway (veh/min) Occupancy of Freeway(%)

Portland 23 26 30 34 37 41 26 27 28 29 34 51

Nicollet 23 26 30 34 37 41 26 27 28 29 34 51

Lyndale 23 26 30 34 37 41 26 27 28 29 34 51

From 35W SW 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

Penn 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

France N-W 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

France S-W 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

106th St. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

98th St. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

94th St. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

92th St. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

82th St. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

From 494EB 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

From494WB 22 24 26 27 29 31 23 23 23 25 30 45

76th St. 22 24 26 27 29 31 23 23 23 25 30 45
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Comparing with the results of the TMC control strategy, the (freeway total travel time /

total travel) decreased by 4.24% and total volume increased by 0.77% respectively for

both annealing algorithm and dynamic metering strategy.

Table 7.4 Comparison of simulated traffic performance in the test site

Traffic Total Total Total Freeway Ramp Volume

Performance Travel Ramp Travel Average Entering Variation

Index Time(sys) Waiting (sys) Speed Volume (freeway)

03/22/1994 veh-hr veh-hr veh-mi (mi/hr) (veh) %

TMC 6938.28 38.26 156811.67 63.29 18284.88 6.17

Opt 6644.21 14.79 155951.77 63.21 18426.18 6.20

Dynamic 6644.22 14.79 155952.59 63.21 18426.27 6.20

Opt-tmc/tmc -4.24% -61.34% -0.548% -0.126% 0.773% 0.486%

Dy-tmc/tmc -4.23% -61.34% -0.547% -0.126% 0.773% 0.486%
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The initial parameters and test results using 3/16/1994 data are given below.

Table 7.5 The initial threshold values and red time using 3/16/1994 data

(afternoon peak hour)

3/16/1994 Red Times ( 1/10 sec ) Vol of Freeway(vel/min/In)

Portland 20 65 81 103 138 202 14 22 28 36 43 50

Nicollet 20 118 144 180 220 220 14 22 28 36 43 50

Lyndale 20 35 45 60 83 124 14 22 28 36 43 50

From 35W SW 18 24 32 44 62 95 27 30 33 35 38 41

Penn 20 54 67 87 117 17227 30 33 35 38 41

France N-W 20 54 67 87 117 172 27 30 33 35 38 41

France S-W 20 65 81 103 138 202 27 30 .33 35 38. 41

106th St. 20 72 89 113 151 220 17 21 26 30 34 39

98th St. 20 38 49 64 88 132 17 21 26 30 34 39

94th St. 20 35 45 60 83 124 17 21 26 30 34 39

92th St. 20 49 62 80 109 160 17 21 26 30 34 39

82th St. 20 49 62 80 109 160 17 21 26 30 34 39

From 494EB 20 34 40 46 54 63 17 21 26 30 34 39

From 494WB 20 30 58 64 74 87 26 27 29 31 33 35

76th St. 20 65 81 103 138 202 26 27 29 31 33 35
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Table 7.6 The initial threshold values and metering rates for all ramps

On test site using 03/16/1994

3/16/1994 Detectors for control Occupancy of Freeway(%)

Portland 1 1 2 3 4 5 15 16 17 18. 23 40

Nicollet 1 2 3 4 5 6 15 16 17 18 23 40

Lyndale 1 3 4 5 6 7 15 16 17 18 23 40

From 35W SW 4 5 6 7 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

Penn 4 6 7 8 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

France N-W 4 8 8 8 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

France S-W 4 8 8 8 8 8 15 16 17 18 23 40

106th St. 10 10 11 12 13 14 18 18 18 20 25 40

98th St. 10 12 13 14 15 16 18 18 18 20 25 40

94th St. 10 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 18 20 25 40

92th St. 10 14 15 16 17 18 18 18 18 20 25 40

82th St. 10 16 17 18 19 20 18 18 18 20 25 40

From494EB 10 17 18 19 20 21 18 18 18 20 25 40

From 494WB 17 17 18 19 20 21 18 18 18 20 25 40

76th St. 17 18 19 20 21 21 18 18 18 20 25 40
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Table 7.7 The optimized threshold values and metering

on the test site using 03/16/1994 data

3/16/1994 Volume of Freeway ( veh/min) Occupancy of Freeway(%)

Portland 23 26 30 34 37 41 26 27 28 29 34 51

Nicollet 23 26 30 34 37 41 26 27 28 29 34 51

Lyndale 23 26 30 34 37 41 26 27 28 29 34 51

From 35WSW 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

Penn 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

FranceN-W 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

FranceS-W 31 33 36 38 41 43 15 16 17 18 23 40

106th St. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

98thSt. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

94thSt. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

92thSt. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

82th St. 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

From494EB 27 31 34 38 41 45 29 29 29 31 36 51

From 494WB 22 24 26 27 29 31 23 23 23 25 30 45

76th St. 22 24 26 27 29 31 23 23 23 25 30 45
1 I _,
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The following table gives the comparison results.

Table 7.8 Comparison of simulated traffic performance index

on the test site using 03/16/1994 data

Traffic Total Total Total Freeway Ramp Volume

Performance Travel Ramp Travel Average Entering Variation

Index Time(sys) Waiting (sys) Speed Volume (freeway)

03/16/1994 veh-hr veh-hr veh-mi (mi/hr) (veh) %

TMC 7404.78 67.16 168705.45 63.31 22657.17 4.58

Opt 7280.07 32.09 169739.63 63.40 27946.30 3.68

Dynamic 7257.79 31.81 169432.47 63.40 27729.98 3.84

Opt-tmc/tmc -1.68% -52.22% 0.613% 0.142% 23.34% -19.65%

Dy-tmc/tmc -1.98% -52.26% 0.431% 0.142% 22.39% -16.16%

Comparing with the results of the TMC control strategy, the (freeway total travel time /

total travel) decreased by 1.68% and total volume increased by 23.34% respectively for

both annealing algorithm, and the (freeway total travel time / total travel) decreased by

1.98% and total volume increased by 23.39% respectively for dynamic metering strategy.
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VIII. Summary

We have finished all tasks (tasks in second period were modified) proposed for this

project as summarized below:

Task 1: Enhancement of control-emulation method for long freeway section

Completed

The control-emulation method and controller module developed in phase 1 of this

research were rewritten in C++. The new method can handle long sections, only limited

by computer resources, such as DRAM. An interface has been developed. It makes the

controller module of the control-emulation method interact with the enhanced simulation

module. New control strategies can be easily tested with the enhanced emulation method.

The simulation code was enhanced with development of a model for freeway-to-freeway

interchange and freeway intersection. The model has been tested with real data from a

section of 1-35W.

The simulation code was enhanced with development of a model for freeway simple type

A weaving areas partly based on the Point Flow Method developed at the University of

California at Berkeley and estimates of lane-changing activity within weaving areas.

Modeling of weaving areas has been tested with real data from a site in Alameda county,

CA. and a site in San Diego, CA.

HOV lane modeling is an additional development that enhanced the simulation module.

In particular, a macroscopic model has been developed for diamond lanes with unlimited

egress and access to and from the mixed-flow lanes. The model was tested with real data

from a section of 135W.
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Task 2: Evaluation of prediction/pattern recognition methods for real-time ramp

metering control

Completed

A neural network-based strategy has been developed, following optimization of the ramp

metering rates with a heuristic simulated annealing algorithm. Simulation results from

testing the strategy prototype have shown improved traffic performance. This indicates

that the neural network can learn the relationship between metering -rates and the real-

time detector measurements and generalize its knowledge for different demand patterns.

Task 3: Development of new automatic rate-selection metering strategy with additional

traffic data

Completed

A new real time metering strategy that incorporate ramp-exit volume has been developed

and tested with the control-emulation method. Preliminary results have shown improved

traffic performance.

Task 4: Preparation of interim report

Completed

The interim report was submitted in December, 1996.

Task 5: Development and testing of a new metering strategy in the simulated

environment

Completed

In chapter seven, the simulated annealing optimization algorithm, which was previously

implemented on supercomputer, was modified and re-implemented in PC environment. It

was also tested and integrated into the simulation module developed for this project.
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Task 6: Development of new traffic model and integration into control model

Completed

In chapter six, on -line predictor based on the Kalman Filtering theory has been

developed to predict the freeway traffic condition, i.e. volume and occupancy of each

detector station the freeway in the next 30 second period, using the last 30 second

detector measurements. The predictor was also integrated into the control module

developed for this project.

Task 7, 8: Development of an algorithm to select real-time bottleneck and dynamic

control strategy

Completed

Real-time bottleneck and dynamic zone determination method was proposed in chapter

five. And a dynamic control strategy has been developed: first, real-time bottlenecks are

determined by comparing throughput as each detect station; secondly, dynamic zones are

determined by separating the controlled freeway system to a few zones with reasonable

size, then thirdly, the Minnesota Algorithm is applied to each zone to calculate

volume/occupancy threshold and meter ramp.,

Task 9: Enhancement of new ramp metering strategy to consider interaction between

freeway and associated urban network

The task had been eliminated and budgeted fund was saved because Principal

Investigator had left in middle of the project period.

Task 10: Preparation of final report

Completed

This report is the final one for the project.
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